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2011 Valley year finished on artistic and cultural high notes

and 2012 begins on a similar pattern of community involvement
The cornucopia of rich experiences in Kangaroo
Valley are depicted in these photographs .
Clockwise from top left: The cast of Alladin the
Pantomime (page 8), the crowd at The Friendly
Inn on Christmas Eve (page 3), the ensemble on
stage at the Concert staged by K.V. Public
School (page 9), the logo of the K.V. A & H
Society staging the 137th Annual Show, Crista
Hughes, the headline act at the inaugural “Up a
River” festival aiming to raise funds for the
refurbishment of the Upper River Hall, story
page 7, advertisement page 52; lastly the
fairytale wedding made possible by the generous
support of individuals and businesses determined
to see a long term dream realised (page 5).
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A big finish and a strong start
As displayed on our front page the range
of special events in the Valley at the end
of 2011 has been accelerated by the
variety of activities that lie ahead.
But before they are reviewed, two other
significant happenings have kicked off the
new year; diverse events which will
certainly change the cultural landscape of
this small but important community.
Even as this issue is at the printers, the premises
of the Bowling Club are being de-comissioned as
the Nowra Bowling Club withdraws its support
for our club, which Nowra absorbed some four
years ago as an amalgamation and has now
closed down the club operations.
Nowra Bowling Club has provided a background
for this decision on page 8 of this issue, but
given the improvement reported in recent
trading, there still remains an element of concern
about the procedure and whether enough
consideration has been given to the value of
some alternative arrangements which had been
proposed.
Were these given a fair examination as possibly
better solutions to maintain a facility which has
such an important role in the history of the
Valley and was seen as an integral part in the
future development?
We acknowledge that there has been pressure on
smaller clubs (particularly Bowling Clubs)
throughout the last decade, with dozens closing
their doors and if it had not been for the amazing
voluntary efforts by many members to work on
the club premises and grounds so as to reduce
costs, the Valley Club could have stayed closed
four years ago until the amalagamation with
Nowra.
Kangaroo Valley (according to the Nowra
statement) has cost them $600,000 (taking
responsibitiy for a bankoverdraft and creditors )
and they wanted out.
Acording to the Valuers report the site could
yield 17 residential blocks, so at an average
expectation of say $200,000 a block (even
allowing for subdivision and facilities expenses)

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed
by the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kagaroovalley.nsw.au

Nowra will receive a significant windfall.
Assuming an auction price of $1,000,000 less
auction expenses (balance to Nowra) they have
been amply rewarded for trying to keep
Kangaroo Valley going.
If the development and sale costs are say 50%
of the total sales figure, that still leaves a profit
of around three quarters of a million dollars.
This excludes any dollar value to the Valley.
That does not seem exactly fair given the huge
community contribution to the development
and maintenance of the club during the past
decades.
The other piece of late news is the
announcement by Joanna Gash, Member for
Gilmore for the last 16 years, that she has
decided not to contest the next Federal election
but has turned her sights on the position of
Mayor of Shoalhaven City in the upcoming
council elections in Septemebr.
In this issue we bring news of the successful
staging of the School concert (p 9), the
Pantomime (p 8) and the Christmas Eve
concert at The Friendly Inn (p 3), all of which
were well supported and appreciated offerings.
February is time for the traditional and
“Friendly” Show (from page 18) while early
March sees a new event on the calendar the
“Up a River” festival (see p 7).
Coming up in April is the 140th anniversary of
The Church of the Good Sheprherd advance
details are in “News from the Pews” (p15).
We are also pleased to welcome two new
columnists Mark McLennan with gardening
tips (p 37) and Cecily Paterson (on a look at
life series, starting with decluttering )p 14).
One thing that struck me on Australia Day was
that there was no community celebration.
I am aware there were some private parties and
there was the traditional cricket match at the
Showground, but it might be even more
meaningful if we could organise a “turn up and
make friends with your neighbours day”.
Perhaps a giant boot sale or children’s races
but generally a chance to welcome newcomers
and create a social event.
Carl Leddy
The Editor,

On the other hand!
Sandy Fritz’s article in your September edition
headed “Just 10 years to make a difference”
quotes its source of data as the Bureau of
Meteorology.
As the BOM is not a primary provider of
GLOBAL data ( which, I would think, is a
basic requirement of any scientific global
climate assessment and resulting thesis ) I
would ask the writer to confirm or identify the
original source.
This request should be treated with some
urgency as the informed ( and somewhat
(Continued on page 4)
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The Spirit of Christmas revived at The Friendly Inn

A merry, merry Christmas to all

Dusty Smart (left) receives two
cheques from Peter and Laurel
Thompson to pass to the appeal.

KVRFS on duty as always

A healthy crowd of more than
300 people turned up at The
Friendly Inn on Christmas Eve
when the traditional
entertainment was provided by
the new owners.
Assisted by the KVRFS the event
was a resounding sucess favourably
commented on by many who
attended.
Originally the intention was to
donate any proceeds to the KVRFS
who manned the barbecue but
members of the group decided
instead to pass the proceeds on to
the family of Mick Wilson, the
NSW Paramedic who died on
Christmas Day at Carrington Falls.
This act of thoughtfulness in
consideration of the needs of the
young family left without a father is
a commendable decision by our
local band of volunteers so in tune
with their own selfless contribution
to our community.

Santa arrives
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 2)

alarmed ) citizens of KV prepare for the “one
in one hundred year events” predicted to occur
every few months.
Peter McNamee
The Editor
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currently considered a 1-in-100 year event could
occur every few months” (2011:2).
If sea level rises to 1.1m (in line with the
maximum in the projected range) hundreds of
commercial buildings in Wollongong and
Shoalhaven will be threatened; along with
industrial buildings and about 50 km of rail.
Thank you for the query.
Sandy Fritz

In response to the above query
As stated in September, my article summarises
work done by the Climate Commission on the
impacts of climate change on the Illawarra and
NSW south coast region.
The Climate Commission is an independent
body set up to provide a reliable and
authoritative source of information on climate
change.
The only reference to the Bureau of
Meteorology was with respect to Figure 1
showing an increase in record hot days at
Australian climate reference stations,
especially over the past decade.
Kangaroo Valley may not be directly affected
by “coastal flooding”, but the south coast
region certainly will be.
The Commission states, “Rising sea levels will
exacerbate existing vulnerability of coastal
towns and infrastructure in the Illawarra/NSW
south coast region. … A sea-level rise of 50
cm [the minimum being projected for this
century] will lead to very large increases in the
frequency of coastal flooding; flooding that is

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

May I help you?
My office is open 8am to 6pm Monday to
Friday and is located at
24 Berry Street, Nowra 2541
Ph: 4423 1782 Fax: 4423 1785
joanna.gash@aph.gov.au
www.joannagash.com.au

Getting the Job Done!
Written & authorised by Joanna Gash MP
24 Berry Street NOWRA 2541

The Editor

Frog laws to go light geen
Delays to major projects, like the expansion of
the Princes Highway at South Nowra, courtesy
of the Gold and Green Bell Frog, could soon
be a thing of the past.
Moves by the Federal Labor Government to
water down environmental laws would be
supported by the Coalition.
Too many projects have been stymied in the
past and continue to be so as the delays to the
South Nowra Princes Highway expansion are
showing us.
Any delays to major construction projects just
adds huge economic and social costs, most of
which, in the end, has to be suffered by the
taxpayer.
For instance, Main Road 92 was a victim of an
over zealous State Labor Government which
disgracefully exploited environmental laws.
The result was that construction of MR 92 was
delayed by well over six years at a cost over
run of $15 million for which the NSW
taxpayer had to pick up the tab.
This would not have happened had we had
more sensible laws in place, laws that relied on
good practice rather than emotional overdrive.
The Coalition had always called for a more
balanced approach and the Labor
Government’s moves to water down the
Threatened Species Act was an admission that
they had got it wrong in the first place.
Under Coalition policy, what we want to see
happen is a much shorter time frame to
consider threatened species issues, say in the
order of 90 to 180 days.
We are looking for ‘one stop shop’ approach to
replace the present system which is frankly a
barrier to any practical infrastructure
development.
Our reform proposal will see a project get an
automatic green light if threatened species
claims are not substantiated within the
prescribed time frame.
I’ve yet to see the detail of what the
government is actually proposing but I agree in
principle for the need for reform.
The need for a better balance is long overdue
and I will certainly support measures to reform
laws that have stood in the way of sensible
progress and growth in the past.
Joanna Gash.
MP for Gilmore

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone

44 651 621
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The Editor

Here is the latest update of what’s
happening in the CSG industry.
Mega-projects held up by law reversal:
The abolition of special planning laws in NSW
that allowed the state government to fast-track
major projects has created bottlenecks in
critical energy infrastructure that could inflate
power costs for households, senior industry
figures have warned.
NSW Premier Barry O'Farrell abolished the
controversial Part 3A planning laws -- which
allowed the state planning minister to "call in"
major projects, by-passing local councils and
blocking avenues of appeal -- soon after being
elected last March.
Some industry figures have said that the move
has slowed the planning system for major
projects and created blockages for billions of
dollars worth of investment.
National Generators Forum chairman Trevor St
Baker said: "Planning approvals have been
held up across the board and that's a concern to
every developer."
Mr St Baker, who is on the board of ERM
Power, said the Part 3A laws did not
compromise environmental and social
standards but "would at least allow a noncontestable decision to be made by the
minister".
"That is fundamentally important for a billiondollar power station to proceed. We must have
a process that can end up with a decision, yes
or no."
He said the danger of planning roadblocks was
that "power stations won't be built on time,"
with excess demand eventually pushing up
power bills.
One project that was to be determined
under Part 3A was a $300 million gas
storage facility in Newcastle, proposed by
AGL Energy.
The company had anticipated having
planning approval by the end of 2011, but
this has not occurred.
While that application will be decided under
transitional Part 3A arrangements, projects that
have been sent back to square one include:
A $50m gas-fired power station in Parkes, in
western NSW, proposed by National Power;
An $85m gas-fired power station at Narrabri,
in northwest NSW, proposed by East Coast
Power;
A gas pipeline linking western NSW and
Queensland in which the APA Group wants to
invest $500m.
NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard rejected
Mr St Baker's claims that projects had been
stalled.
He said the only difference was that an
independent planning commission would now
determine private-sector projects of state
significance.
In what is being described as a landmark
decision, the Land and Environment Court has
held that one of the state's coalmines should
have to pay to offset some of its greenhouse
gas emissions as a condition of operation.
Jillian Naidu
Stop CSG in KV
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Dream come true Fairytale wedding in the Valley
In our December issue we carried the
story of a generous gift of a wedding by
KV Bush Retreat and supporters to
help Wendy and Robert West realise
Wendy’s long held dream.
It all happened as planned and here is small
part of the photographic coverage of the
eventcourtesy of Shoalhaven Studios
Jann Tuart, Wendy’s Oncology Social Worker
sent this note to Kurt Menzel the proprietor of
the KV Bush Retreat as heartfelt thank you.
I saw Wendy and Robert yesterday and talked
about the Wedding. They had a wonderful time
at Kangaroo Valley. They said everything was
perfect and they did not want to leave. They
talked about how beautiful the setting was and
the kindness of the staff . They valued every gift
of time and service from all the people
involved but they particularly singled out Mark
and Githa. So please pass on their thanks.
There were lot of laughs and tears. Wendy said
the photographer was great and they are
looking forward to the seeing his photos.
Wendy was glowing yesterday and said that
getting married there was better than winning
the lotto.
The gift you have given them is priceless and I
cannot thank you enough on their behalf.
So many good memories and I hope that this
event will lengthen Wendy's life.
Happiness is good medicine.
So Kurt I wish you a very Happy Christmas
and thank you for your generosity not only by
letting Wendy and Robert be married at
Kangaroo Valley but also for the countless
hours you put into organising the event and
ensuring everything went smoothly.
Best wishes
Jann
Special thanks to the supporting sponsors
Photography from Peter Merison
Marriage Celebrant Nerolie Barnes
Flowers from Jen Willmott
Hair Styling by Cherie Dette

Cake and catering by
Katrina Endean
Linen from Alsco/Fabian
Albatross Coolrooms
Geoff Hunter
Managers Mark Atkinson
and Githa Pilbrow
The caterer at the retreat
adds
I would like to say a big
thank you to all of the
people who provided food
or their time to make
Robert and Wendy's
wedding on 13 December
a great success.
I was taken by how
generous everyone was and how willing people
Nowra Fresh, Helen Gelberman, Githa Pilbrow
were to give so freely. Betty Endean (my mum) and Andy Gordon, a thank you to you all.
for the wedding cake, Bill and Chris from the
Friendly Grocer, Linda and Marie from the
Katrina Endean
General store, Kangaroo Valley Bakery, V&C
Caterina in Kangaroo Valley
Food Distributors, Southern Fresh Providores,
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Applications open for
2012 Environmental
Trust research program
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Community corner

Our next meeting and luncheon will be
held at the The Friendly Inn (note
change of venue) on Friday 10th
February at 11.30am for 12 noon.
The new committee will be inducted and The Member for Kiama Gareth Ward is
our new Zone Councillor Margaret Bailey encouraging local environmental groups
from across the Shoalhaven to apply for
will be present.
major environmental research grants
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com by 6 pm under the Environmental Trust’s $1
on the Wednesday before the lunch if you are million Environmental Research
unable to attend.
Program.

information to help them adapt to the extreme
events associated with climate change and has
made this a priority research area,” he said.
Mr Ward said this funding program will
provide support to researchers working to
improve our knowledge of regional impacts of
climate change at the local level in NSW,
helping communities to understand and
respond to those impacts, whether they are
related to floods or heat effects or bushfires.
“Priorities for funding under the 2012
Environmental Research Program include
It is necessary for us to provide the caterer
Mr Ward said funding was available for grants of research addressing the human health and
with accurate numbers for our luncheon
up to $200,000 - or higher for projects
social impacts of climate change, including the
otherwise our club will be charged.
demonstrating strong justification, as well as
impacts on people from bushfires, extreme
Annual membership fees of $10 are due on
seeding research grants up to $20,000.
weather events and water and air quality.”
this day also. New members and guests are
“The 2012 Environmental Research Program is “The funding will also support research
welcome. Please phone our President Margaret providing $1million for research projects that
projects which help us better understand
McLachlan 4465 1946 or incoming President help address environmental problems in NSW,”
regional impacts and risk of emergencies as
Jan Cole 4861 7572 for details.
Mr Ward said.
well as projects exploring or developing costJeannette Dumbrell “The Environmental Trust has recognised the
effective technologies that will enable us to
Publicity Officer importance of NSW communities having sound
adapt to the impacts of climate change.”
The Environmental Research Program assesses
major grant applications in a two-stage
process, beginning with Expressions of Interest
(EOI) across two categories:
Major category – Grants up $200,000 (or
higher with strong justification) for
Climate Change research; and
Minor category - Up to $100,000 for
Biodiversity and Conservation or
Resource Efficiency and
Sustainability research
The EOIs are peer-reviewed and assessed by a
Technical Committee and successful applicants
invited to submit full applications.
Full applications are invited for grants of up to
$20,000 for seeding research.
Guidelines, application forms and more
information is available on the Environmental
Trust website at
www.environmentaltrust.nsw.gov.au.
Applications are open until 5pm on 10
February 2012.

Council calls for community comment
regarding Councillor’s ‘dual roles’
Shoalhaven City Council is calling on
residents to have their say regarding
Councillors serving terms concurrently
as Members of Parliament.
With an increasing number of serving
Councillors having won seats in the NSW State
Government elections, Minister for Local
Government, Don Page has released a
discussion paper aimed at eliciting community
feedback on the issue.
The paper follows reported unease from
sections of the community who have expressed
concerns about the ability of serving
Councillors to perform the dual roles.
Some of the concerns outlined in the report
include the blurring of responsibilities, a
potential conflict of duties and a lack of
equability.
(Continued on page 50)
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Something for everyone at the
‘up a river…festival and fundraiser’!
There are four great festival events
being held on the weekend of Friday 2
to Sunday 4 March at the Upper River
Hall, Upper Kangaroo River Rd (just
15 minutes from town).

from your KV show entries) that you would
like to donate to the hall, we will have baskets
and stalls to sell them from.
Drop stuff off on the day or day before or
contact Katrina Endean to discuss having your
own stall. (Katrina Ph: 4465 1441).

Come to one or come to all…

Saturday night is the very ‘jooshie’ 100 mile
festival dinner.
Tickets are limited and pricey but worth every
cent. From the moment you arrive you will be
looked after…with drinks and canapés,
followed by a dinner by local chef Katrina
Endean (Caterina) of local, seasonal delights
served at your table, wine by local Yarrawa
Estate and a delicious dessert to follow.
Everything is included in the ticket price,
including the sensational songstress, the little bit
naughty and a whole lot talented Christa Hughes
to entertain you.
Some cool
jazzy
tunes, an
intimate
dancefloor
and the
chance to
bid on
some local
art at our
silent
auction,
will fill the
rest of the
evening.
Dress to
impress
and let us
do the rest.
If the
"Sensational burlesque babe,
cabaret chanteuse Christa Hughes" dinner is a
little out of
your price range, you may want to try your luck
on our raffle.
The prize is two tickets to the festival dinner and
a night for two at the Love Shack, Rathkells
Farm in Upper River on Saturday 3 March.
(Raffle drawn and winner advised on 20th Feb).
Raffle tickets available at The Red Shed, Rural
Supplies or email us at
upperriverhall@gmail.com.

Friday night opens the festival and the Up a
river…ART exhibition and everyone (older
than 15 years of age) is invited to join us to
celebrate from 6pm.
The emphasis on Friday night is ART and
party. Exhibiting artists of the valley and
beyond are generously donating a specially
commissioned “Kangaroo Valley inspired”
work to be hung, exhibited and sold by silent
auction during the festival weekend.
More than twenty visual artists have agreed to
participate making this an extra special
exhibition. Imagine almost every artist from
the area under one roof! (Interested artists
should contact Andy Gordon on 4465 1441).
But that’s not all!
Anyone coming to Friday night’s event can
bring a piece of home-made art to donate to the
cause and get 50% off the cover charge.
Your art can be anything from sculpture to
painting to photography to fantastical
decorated cakes or jewellery – as long as you
made it yourself.
These community artworks will then be for
sale and ten of the best will be chosen to go to
live auction on the night!
The cover entry includes sangria, tapas and
musical entertainment including a special
performance by the Thirsty Night Singers.
Add to that some great party playlists, a dance
floor, drinks and food for sale … Dress boho
arty, bring your art and get ready to party!
Saturday morning will find the Upper River
Hall bathed in sunlight (hopefully) and
surrounded by stalls of local produce.
Come along between 9am and 1pm to buy your
weekend seasonal food supplies, have a ‘real’
coffee from our coffee cart, some cake, a bit of
brunch…listen to some local musicians and
buskers, hear poetry or recite some of your
own in the poetry jam, curated by Allan Stone.
If you have any produce, plants, flowers, jams,
jellies, pickles, cakes, crafts (maybe excess

Kangaroo Valley’s Thirsty Night Singers
Sunday is fun day – an event for all the
family. Bring a picnic rug and relax around the
hall grounds as the children (and the big kids)
are entertained with roving circus performers,
puppets, piñatas, games and competitions.
Food and drinks will be available for sale from
our Mexican Street Food stall or BBQ and
some gold coins will be needed to play the
games, but entry is free!
The silent auction will finish at 2.30pm on
Sunday afternoon and the festival will finally
wrap up at 3pm.
We have already received offers of help from
many generous people, particularly our festival
patron, Upper River resident and film maker
Ian Darling who has allowed us, through his
support and generosity, to make this festival a
quality event. But we still need more help – so
if you can donate a prize or money or sponsor
an event we would love to hear from you, or
just come along, buy tickets and participate
and support us that way!
The Upper River Hall and this festival
fundraiser to fix it up, is for all the people of
Kangaroo Valley to share and participate in the people that live here and the people that
visit here.
By supporting this festival, by coming to the
events, you will be investing in more events
happening at the Upper River Hall in the
coming years.
We hope to see you there!
The ‘Up a river… festival’
organising committee
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Alladin’s lamp
blew away the blues
Two performances in one day proved that
the second offering of the pantomime group
formed in 2011 had progressed rapidly in
the ensuing twelve months, with the 2012
presentation of Alladin.
On this occasion playright Sean Kramer had
let his fertile imagination loose on the Middle
East with the creation of Fatima’s Emporium
and characters that coalesced into a
believeable whole which carried the audience
with them all the way to total enjoyment of the
fun and frolics provided by an enthusiatic and
energetic cast.
Among the treasures on offer was a magic
lamp (previously owned by Alladin but now
coveted by the evil Mustafa) who wantedthe
lamp because he believed it would give him
the power to marry the Princess, but his desires
were thwarted by Alladin and Sinbad.
The “baddies” and the “goodies” were easily
recognised (especially by the young members
of the audience) and in the rough and tumble of
the final scenes Amnesia (one that could have
been the Princess), was knocked over and
woke with partial memory.
She now knew her name began with a P and
after many suggestions were made she
admitted it could not have been Princess,
which led Sinbad (the Princess in disguise) to
declare her true identity.
All in all a thoroughly enjoyable performance.

To the Residents of Kangaroo Valley.
A Board Meeting was held at the Nowra Bowling Club on Tuesday
24th January 2012 to discuss the future of the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling Club. There were lengthy discussions about the possibility
of keeping the Club open and whether the Nowra Bowling Club
was in a financial position to continue to carry the trading losses we
have incurred over the past four years we have been involved with
the Valley Club. Regardless of how we tried to justify keeping it
open, the answer always ended up as a no and therefore a
resolution was passed to close the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club
on Sunday 29th January 2012.
This decision was not made lightly, but at the end of the day, the
Nowra Bowling Club could not jeopardise its future by continually
putting money into a business that we couldn’t get to a breakeven point. By having another financial loss in the last quarter, it
highlighted the financial problems associated with the club and
even after all the pain of recent operational cutbacks, volunteer
labour doing the surrounds and maintenance, we couldn’t get to
that breakeven point at a time that is supposed to be the
premium trading period. To date, the Nowra Club has invested
over $600,000.00 into trying to keep the Club going, to no avail.
We are now quickly approaching a point where the value of the
assets will not be enough for us to recover our investment. Five
years ago, the then Board of the Kangaroo Valley Club asked the
Nowra Club to amalgamate with them and we told the Valley
Club Members that we had a plan and if they were willing to give
it a go, we were willing to invest and try to save their Club. We
made a solid commitment to those Members that we would

updating the facilities, improved services and marketing and
always do our best by the Club and the Community to try and
keep the Club going. I believe that we have done everything
we said we would do and more, but we also made a
commitment to our Nowra Members that if it didn’t work out
as we planned, we would not allow the Nowra Club to be put
at risk to save the Valley Club and we would take measures to
recoup our money.
I am sure there will be plenty of discussion in the future about
why the Club was closed but from the Boards point of view, it is
a purely financial decision and the uncertain future the Club
industry faces. We need to acknowledge there has been very
solid support from a core group of members and the
community like the volunteers who helped maintain the
surrounds, the volunteers doing the meat raffles, driving the
courtesy bus and the two Valley Directors, Ron Burcher and
Ken Crocker who never stopped trying to keep the Club going.
The Board has appointed a Real Estate Agent to arrange for
the premises to be auctioned around mid March. The Board of
Directors would like to thank all the people who supported us
over the past four years we have been trading, unfortunately
there are too many to single out everyone but you know who
you are and your support will not be forgotten.
Yours Sincerely
NOWRA BOWLING & RECREATION CLUB
Stuart Christison
Secretary Manager
A.B.N 35 001 015 112
40 Junction Street (PO Box 683) Nowra NSW 2541
Phone 02 4421 2100 Fax (02) 4421 8284
Email nowrabowls@internode.on.net
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School concert released an explosion of young talent

When Bel Stathers (teacher at
Kangaroo Valley Public School) came
up with idea of a school concert, which
would include every class grade she
pitched the project synopsis to
Principal John Bond who caught the
enthusiasm of the concept and endorsed
“How Elvis gets his groove back” to be
the 2011 major theatrical event.
Bel conceived the project, wrote the
script, selected the performers, directed
and produced a show of an unbelievably
high standard of performance and
commitment to role from the tiniest of
Kindergarten pupils to the big girls and
boys of Year 6.
There were sell outs for all performances and
on the last evening the supper room was
comissioned as a flow over “standing room
only” to cater for the unexpected crush of more
numbers.
The standard was uniformly high and the
participants could not be faulted for the
intensity and spirit they applied to their roles
and the infectiousness of their obvious
enjoyment of a fun occasion.

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW),

Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre (Ambulance Station)

Usual opening hours

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007 and 0467 492 524
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and Jack Gaudie to be selected as the
representative for Kangaroo Valley.
The judges, Lee Sharam (Chair), Reverend
Andrew Paterson and Karen Cruickshank had
their work cut out for them with three stunning
performances by the contestants.
After some deliberation Veda was selected to
At the beginning of December the
compete in the regional final to be held 4th March
winners of the Lions Scholarship were at Yass.
announced.
Congratulations to all contestants who really
They were Daisy Oak Turner, Jemina
invigorated our faith in the young people in our
Paterson, Olesia Marles, and Oliver
community (our future).
Roden.
Again Margaret and Rob Griffiths have done an
Our congratulations to those winners and Lions excellent job in providing the forum for our
wish them well in their new schools in 2012.
youth to showcase their talents.
Jaxon Boyle was also awarded the excellence Lions finished the year with the annual
certificate for 2011.
Christmas raffle at the hotel and then we
One of our great nights each year is that of the officially went into recess.
Youth of the Year contest.
During our official recess we still managed to
On the 10th December the challenge was on
keep the pool open for what was a rather
between Veda Fitzsimons, Lauren O’Conner
unexpected cool December.
The cooler whether allowed us to do a few odd
jobs within the community and also continue to
mow the path along moss vale road.
Early in January the board of the club met and
started talking about their strategic plan for the
We have just moved to KV next five years.
of our biggest challenges for the next year is
and need part-time or full- One
that of membership.
time office staff to look after We need to attract some younger members if we
to continue to deliver the services that we do
our bookkeeping, admin, are
to the local community.

"HELP WANTED"

website maintenance and
marketing.
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The mean age of our membership is nearing 55
and this limits what we can do.
One of the thoughts at the strategy meeting
was to build alliances with other community
groups within the valley.
So if you are from a group and think that there
is a project that both could benefit from please
let us know.
The Senior First Aid course was run midmonth and 10 people completed their
qualifications.
Lions decided to make a small contribution to
the course that allowed participants to benefit
from a small discount to their fees.
Your local club believe that this is a valuable
service to the community.
There are a few names on a waiting list for
another course so if you are interested why not
add your name to the list.
Nicole and Gerard, from the club organised a
boot sale for Saturday 21st January where the
site fees were donated to Lions.
For those that attended I am sure it was a great
day and when hungry and thirsty Lions were
there with their legendary sausage sandwiches.
Thank You Nicole and Gerard for the
donation.
As we near the end of our recess (in name
only) we are preparing for a very busy time
with the show and getting back into the swing
of serving the community of Kangaroo Valley.
Jason Horton

If you are interested go to
http://www.bowhouse.com.au/
g/39167/staff-vacancies.html
or e-mail
topdog@bowhouse.com.au

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence
•
massage therapy
•
dry needling
•
gym membership
•
psychology
•
exercise programs
•
podiatry

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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Valley participation in Australia Day award program
Glengarry
helping hand
appreciated

Dear Editor,
As you are no doubt aware the Scots College
Boys have a real commitment to Community
service.
On Saturday September 17, two teams of
Year 9 boys supported by their teachers
worked at the Museum and at St. Joseph's
Catholic Church.
I have enclosed some photos of the boys
working at the Church which might make a
welcome to your Church news section.
You will note that in one of the photos a boy
is playing the church organ -another sign of
the boys versatility.
Yours sincerely,
Anne Dynon
Parishioner St. Joseph's Church.

Above: Resident Norris Ingrisch receives his
Citizenship Certificate from Mayor Green
and The Australia Day Ambassador.
Right: Editor of The Valley Voice (Carl Leddy)
receives his award as a nominee for
Shoalhaven Citizen of the Year.
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that our toys
have healthy
teeth. We
played
dentists for
days!!
December
was the time
for our end of
year

Preschool News
December was a busy month at the pre
school. Mark, Ken and Neil from the
Rural Fire Brigade brought the fire
truck to pre school.
We had so much fun practicing the fire safety
drill “Get down low and go, go, go!!”

More dentists at work
presentation.
We sang our favourite
songs for our families
(including “The Fire
Truck” song, of course.)
Ten of our children are
going to “Big School”
and they were presented
with a certificate and a
book.
After our presentation
and party morning tea
Shayne “The Magic
Jester” performed his

Dougall helps with
the magic

In the fire truck

Rory the firefighter
caring for our teeth.
She gave us gloves
and masks, dental
mirrors and
toothbrushes so we
could pretend to be
dentists and check

The children were very
excited to be able to
dress up as fire fighters
and sit in the fire
engine, and even try
squirting water from
the fire hose. Thanks
RFS!
Jennifer, the dental
nurse from Pacific
Smiles visited us too.
She told us lots about

amazing tricks for us.
He made everyone
laugh and laugh!
Sean Kramer wrote
another fantastic
pantomime and kindly

and the Magic
Lamp” raised
more than
$1000 for the
pre school for
which we are
most grateful.
During the
holidays we
Our visitor Jennifer
have had the
entrance ramp replaced.
We now have a solid and safe entrance to the
pre school. The pantomime funds will be a big
help toward funding this project!
The Pre School committee will be holding the
AGM in February.
Volunteers take on the committee roles and are
in charge of running the pre school business.
The committee employ professional staff who
are responsible for the educational programme
and daily running of the pre school.
The committee applies to the state government
each year for a grant to fund the pre school.
The grant is never enough to fully fund the
operation of the pre school, so the short fall is
made up through fees and fund raising.
We thank the Kangaroo Valley community for
the wonderful help and support you give our
little pre school.
The pre school opens for 2012 on 30th January,
and we are looking forward to the new year of
learning through play.
There are places available on each day of the
week at present.

Our sunflowers are
blooming
donated the proceeds to
the pre school. Big thank
yous to Sean and all the
cast and crew for some
great holiday season
entertainment. “Aladdin
The new ramp

Dentists at work

V & A.K. Winch
Rural Contractors
Over 25 years industry experience
*
*
*
*
*
*
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All forms of rural fencing
Slashing—Spraying
Stables & day sheds
Property management
Rural consultancy
Chem Cert accredited

*
*
*
*
*

Enclosed gardens
Bridges and jetties
Cattle yards and horse arenas
Vineyards
Water carting

Vincent 0427 898 863
Sean 0458 233 699
Ph: 02 4465 1448
ABN 890 440 920 83

The Jester made us laugh
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Right Royal retirees
I had the weirdest dream the other
night.
The Queen and Prince Philip came to our
place for dinner.
I don’t know why they chose us. I’m a
committed Republican, although Chris would
have been delighted.
The evening started off a bit stiffly, especially
as I kept sliding on to the Royal Shoulder,
which solicited nothing but disapproving
frowns, but afterwards they really started to
relax.
The Queen propped herself up on a stool and
leafed through a large coffee table book of
Kangaroo Valley, saying how much she loved
the place.
The following morning when I woke and
remembered my dream, I began to imagine
what it would be like if they retired to the
Valley.It would certainly set off a right royal
frenzy amongst the realtors.

Tourist Road would probably suit.
I’m not sure there are too many castles
available, but if they couldn’t find something
suitable they would provide the local builders
with a field day.
The frequent mists swirling up over the
mountain would make them feel very much at
home. They’d need a few hundred acres, as
I’m sure they’d like some Highland Cattle
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Reflections

her days of dashing
up the hill to watch
the start may be
mooing through the mist and maybe a few feral behind her.
She’d be far more
deer could be rounded up to add to the
comfortable just
atmosphere.
presenting the
There’d be plenty for the Royals to do.
winner’s trophy.
I’m sure they’d love the Garden Club.
HM would be a
Liz would love to get out in her wellies, her
wonderful asset
headscarf blowing in the gentle breeze as she
judging a bit of
wandered through the rose gardens and
horseflesh at the
rainforests of her fellow residents, gaining an
Show.
insight into how the other half lived.
I’m sure Philip
She’d have to keep an eye out for leeches and
would enjoy the
snakes but that would all be part of her ‘Down
thrill of the wood
Under’ experience.
by Jenelle Brangwin
chopping and
For a longer stretch of the muscles she could
join the Bushwalkers, striding along a coastal propping up the bar
later on. Where else could they find a better
track or clambering up to Drawing Room
Rocks, Philip just a few paces behind, but the example of such a quintessential Australian
experience?
constant Corgis might be a bit of a problem.
Shopping may present a problem. Liz would
Perhaps Liz and Phil are actually a bit beyond
have to choose between Bowral and Nowra. I
that now. No, something more sedate.
think Nowra may be a bit limited when it
The Queen Mum loved her fishing.
comes to pearls and twinsets, so Bowral may
Fly rod in hand
be the go there.
she’d be happy
They could stop at the Scottish Arms on the
for hours.
Not so sure about way home for a tonic of nostalgia.
Perhaps a royal presence is just what the
her daughter.
How do you think Bowlo needs to get it on its feet again. Philip
could press the button and announce the
she’d go in the
winners of the meat trays.
Fishing Club,
I’m sure his witty asides would keep those
Chuck?
evenings rocketing along.
It’s horses that
It’s a pity the CWA has folded.
she really loves,
ER would have felt quite at home there, but the
especially the
VIEW Club ladies would really welcome her.
ones that race.
I’m sure they would both be very happy here
She’d love the
and made to feel very welcome.
Melbourne Cup
However, I do foresee one problem.
lunch. She’d be
able to wear one her matching pastel outfits with With their very large and sometimes
controversial family, reunions and visits might
hat and gloves and parade with all the other
put somewhat of a strain on the rest of the
ladies for the judging of the ‘Best Dressed’, the
Valley.
winner a foregone conclusion I would think.
So perhaps it’s just as well it was only a dream.
She could have a flutter on the TAB, and all
those sweep tickets she could have would surely
produce a winner.
If she preferred a closer look at the action there’s Kangaroo Valley Post Office
always the Bong Bong Picnics, although I think
Think
globally
Transact
locally

Open 7 days a week 7 am to 6 pm

Stationery

Bendigo
Bank
CBA
NAB
St George
IMB
Illawarra
C.U.

Ink cartidges

Teachers
C.U.
Police C.U.
Visa Cr
Mastercard
Cr

Planet Ark recycling

+ 70 more
financial
institutions
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Valley finance views
by Abacus
Since returning from a five month stint in
Europe, many people have asked how the
economy seems over there, what with all the
negative headlines and all.
Plus my editor (he who rules) asked me to
revisit all the forecasts made over the past year
and tell how they went. Was I right or wrong?
As these are both intertwined, both will be
answered. First, when I forecast that we had a
declining economy, that the guts was being
hollowed out by the mining boon, that property
prices would fall, that there would be social
unrest in countries around the world, and that
we could end up with stagflation, this was
against the general media reports – so far so
good.
House prices fell, but affordability improved
from 6.1 times in 2010 to 5.6 times.
Interest rates have fallen to reflect my negative
call on the economy, but sadly this is also
reflected in employment as the participation
rate fell, and Australia experiences one of its
few ever zero job growth years.
And enough said about forecasting social
unrest through beggaring the population by the
elite. Heads of state have toppled everywhere,
and social protests have risen everywhere also.
In the USA, the conflict between the rich and
poor now eclipses racial strain and
immigration backlash.
So the big forecasts were pretty spot on.
Now back to Europe. What is to be said – pre
Christmas sales of 50% [cost price] in many
stores; people out of work and rising; 100 year
old restaurants closing for lack of business; and
many people speaking of it so the dispersion of
the negative economic news was being felt
throughout society.
And many blame the huge debts of the so
called wasteful expenditure by countries such
as Greece and Italy.
Know something? That is a false premise.
These countries certainly had high debts. But
what caused the problem was a drastic fall in
GDP – or income to put it another way. It’s

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

like any household, with huge debt that is easily
satisfied by the two jobs held by mom and pop.
Then one loses a job, and suddenly income is
halved, and suddenly that debt looks way too
high, and suddenly the bank comes calling when
you can’t pay.
That is what happened as the GFC reverberated
through the global systems.
Compounded by the fact that the governments
have bought up (with debt) the household debts
from the banks, that couldn’t be repaid by the
households.
But could it happen in Australia? Yes, if China
topples over because right now that is just about
all that is keeping us afloat. In a recent
McKinsey Global Institute report, they compared
the debts of the ten largest mature economies as
a % of GDP.
Australia ranked equal 7th, with USA, Germany,
and Canada at ~277 % of debt to GDP. Not far
behind Spain (363%), France (346%) and Italy
(314%).
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But it ranked absolute first by a huge margin
for household debt to GDP of 105%. By way
of example, Italy was 45%, France 48% and
USA 87%. And our Government debt is the
smallest by far than the other countries at 21%.
The news is even worse.
Since the GFC, the Australian household has
increased its debt by $222 billion, that’s right
billion. This during a period of austerity as the
consumer strike bit into the incomes of
retailers and the saving rate increased.
So the Australian population has a problem.
If either mom or pop lose their job, we are in
for a severe problem in fact. So lose that debt;
there may be some substantial buying
opportunities soon.
And when you think about the problems in
European countries, think what could happen
in ours.
Visit our blog at http://abacusfinancialviews.blogspot.com/

1, 2, 3—Out!

I watched
a movie
set in the
1950s
My life as a de-clutterer
recently.
It occurred to me the other day that I
“There’s
spend most of my time being a curator,
something
organiser and caretaker of stuff.
different
I clean it, I sort it, I put it away and then I
about that
do it all over again.
house,” I
All day, every day.
said to my
There’s stuff in every cupboard and drawer (and husband, and I didn’t just mean the style of
we have a lot of cupboards and drawers). There’s furniture.
stuff I use, stuff I don’t use and stuff that might
Then it hit me. The house in the movie was
come in useful one day.
sparse and empty in comparison to my own.
There’s stuff I was given, stuff I want to give
We simply own more these days.
away, stuff that I like and stuff that I don’t like. But I don’t want to anymore.
And it’s everywhere.
Clutter makes me anxious and stressed.
It then occurred to me that I don’t particularly
My brain feels full and my body is tired from
value my stuff.
the work and effort involved in purchasing,
Even the word ‘stuff’ sounds a little bit
keeping and maintaining stuff all the time.
pejorative.
I’m not a hoarder – far from it.
I go so far as to call it ‘rubbish’ sometimes. And I’d say I’m normal, perhaps even below
yet I paid money for it, I put time and energy into normal in the amount of stuff I own, but I’m
keeping and storing it and I go and buy more of tired from it.
it.
In 2012 I’m joining the minimalist, decluttering, de-owning movement.
Dave Rebbeck—Owner operator
My aim is to get rid of at least one item per day
- by selling, donating, recycling or simply
KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING
putting it in the garbage.
ABN 24 427 930 266
BLN 98125604
I’m going through the house one drawer and
Excavator—5 tonne IHI
Excavations one shelf at a time.
What I’ll throw out will include:
Bobcat with trencher
Drainage
Broken things
Landscaping
Volvo tip truck
Things I haven’t used or worn in over a
Grader
Grading roads
year
Things that are ugly or that I don’t like
Roller
Road repairs
Things that I have too many of
Water carting
Things I’ve kept because ‘I’m going to get
to them one day’ (My craft cupboard
We supply
Rock walls a speciality
is going to seriously suffer!)

Road base
Sand and soil
Rockbreaker
Augers

Rocks of your choice
Rural fencing Things I’ll keep will have to fall into these
Firewood categories:
I use them all the time or at least more
Rubbish removal

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON

44 651 172 or mobile 0408 534 019

We also deliver drinking water all year round to your tank

than once a year
I need them because nothing else will do
what they do
They are beautiful and I get pleasure from
using or looking at them
Cecily Paterson
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We’d love you to come and be part of the
celebration!
One is a traditional service with robes and liturgy
at 8-30 am. The other is a contemporary service
for all ages at 10 am.
As well, over that weekend in our church hall we
Everyone loves a good birthday party, and this will having a special pictorial history exhibit of
th
year marks the 140 anniversary of the church all the people who have been part of the church’s
in Kangaroo Valley.
life over the past 140 years.
Thanks to God the church is still going
You may well see yourself, your parents, your
strongly and we look forward to at least
grandparents or other relatives with their photos
another 140 years of being part of community on display!
life.
After the services on March 18 all are invited to
On Sunday March 18 there will be two special a BYO picnic lunch on the grounds of the Old
services of thanks to God to mark our birthday. Rectory (on Main Road about 1km from the
current church site heading to the bridge).
You can catch up with people you know, and
we’ll have a bouncing castle for the kids and face
painting too.
On Saturday
March 17 from
1pm to 4 pm
there will be an
open day of the
church site so
you can look
around the
The Church in 1889
The Church today
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Church of the Good Shepherd

To everyone reading this – a happy new
year to you!
This year is a big year in the life of the
Church of the Good Shepherd.

Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our
Kangaroo Valley churches

exhibit and the church buildings. We’ll open
up the old rectory too so you can take a look.
In other news – do you have a teenager on your
hands?
Our Valley Youth group begins again three
weeks into the new school term on Fridays
between 6 pm to 8 pm.
They are most welcome to come.
Cost is $10 per term.
Or a year 5 or 6 kid in the house on a Monday
afternoon?
Send them to Crossroads at our church site,
from 3-15 pm pick up time to 4 45pm.
Cost is $10 for the term.
Want to know more about Jesus and what he
has done for you?
See you at the Church of the Good Shepherd
on Sundays at 8-30 am or 10 am!
Andrew Paterson

Disaster recovery team
looking for new members

People’s generosity was wasted because there
was no system in place to manage distribution of
items given in good faith.
Anglicare is normally called out to manage the
This in its self ensures that members do know
movement of people who for whatever reason
what to do and when to do it, but we are a
Floods, storms and fires have become
have been evacuated from their homes or by the small team and need help.
part of the season of life in Australia.
Red Cross to help with door knocking and seeing Unfortunately after a fire or flood we are also
Increasingly, it appears that extreme
that people still in their homes are safe.
flooded by people wanting to help but they
weather conditions are here to stay.
Evacuees are frightened and unsure at times of a cannot without training so now is the time to
Last year in Kangaroo valley we also had a
disaster and need to be supported by people who be thinking about if you would be right for the
situation with high winds that caused the
know what to do.
team, before a disaster happens.
Shoalhaven Disaster Recovery Team to be
These are not difficult jobs but we must be
A training day will happen during 2012,
activated.
trained to be ready to help our own community. information can be obtained now.
Unfortunately as we only have four trained
Do you have any time to join the Disaster
Information can be obtained by contacting our
members within the Kangaroo Valley area and Recovery Team?
Shoalhaven Team Leader Stephanie Ford on eall were unavailable, we were unable to help in It requires four morning meetings a year only
mail nasford@bigpond.com or Disaster
our own community.
one of which is compulsory to ensure
Recovery e-mail
We have been very lucky that since 2001-2 as accreditation after a one day initial training
disasterrecovery@anglicare.org .au
we have been relatively safe from anything in session.
Kerrie Merchant
the Valley but the team has been called out a
Kangaroo Valley Team Leader
number of times within the Shoalhaven to help
in other communities.
This has been more good luck than good
management in Kangaroo Valley.
Here in NSW, we have learnt a lot from
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.
disasters in the past.
Under the NSW State Disaster Plan,
PH. (02) 4465 2772 FAX (02) 4465 2773
ANGLICARE provides support in the Disaster
Recovery – Welfare Services area, working
under the Ministry for Police and Emergency
Services and the Department of Family and
Community Services (FaCS) and alongside
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
other community partners including: ADRA
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
(Seventh Day Adventist Church), The
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
Salvation Army, Australian Red Cross, St
We
can
take
care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
Vincent de Paul Society.
These agencies work together with
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
ANGLICARE to support the restoration of
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.
emotional, social, economic and physical
wellbeing in disaster-affected communities.
This ensures that situations like we saw in
Victoria where truck loads of electrical goods
were sent to areas that had lost homes and
electricity and subsequently damaged, does not
happen again.

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN & DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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Shake, rattle and roll: result of a thouroughbred kick
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It’s a
man’s
world

When Mum went into the kitchen to cook, the
cockroaches would go next door.
Flies would crash to their death on windows,
trying to get out. I believe that Mortein still use
my mother's recipes.
Thank you for Poppy's popping teeth.
Once there was a fire in the kitchen.
A phrase first coined by the Apprentice Leader
We couldn't believe our luck.
Custer is a brave horseman who takes riding
of the Opposition.
When Dad went into the kitchen there was Mum, parties up the mountain.
It was her right to coin the phrase as she was
with her pan full of dying fish (she liked fresh)
He came to my aid without delay.
partially responsible for the forced evacuation
trying to get through the flames to the stove.
With an old pair of pliers he ripped the teeth
of some cherished members of my mouth.
Dad asked her how the fire started.
from my mouth.
I miss them because we've been through a lot
She said she didn't know because it was on fire
There was bravery shown that day.
together over the years.
when she came in.
Oh yes, through the blood and the pain
We've eaten in some of the best restaurants.
In the end, she just threw the food on the floor.
Custer never flinched.
That is, the best restaurants we could afford,
When the fire went out we had one of the nicest Sometime later, when I got the little false
such as Salmona Sue's, Gastric Gerties and
meals we'd ever had.
fellows, they became a great source of
Sollie's Exclusive Greek Restaurant where you
But I digress.
amusement to the Apprentice and her friends.
had to sign a disclaimer before you could eat
Poppy's popping teeth started with a severe head She invited them round to see Poppy's popping
there,
butt from a horse owned by the Apprentice
teeth. If I laughed they would pop up.
I owe my food tolerance to my mother's
Leader of the Opposition.
If I drank they would pop up.
culinary art. She was an incredible cook.
Being a thoroughbred, it has all the horse sense
If I laughed they would pop up.
Unbelievable might be a better word.
of a rabbit, the intelligence of a jellyfish, and the The only time they didn't pop up is when I ate.
Her chicken soup tasted like turkey so we
rationale of a black pudding.
Then they would pop out.
knew it was tuna.
All the Apprentice said was:"It's very nice to see Laugh girls, laugh while you can because very
Her recipes were known all over Ireland.
you two getting your heads together.."
soon Poppy's popping teeth will pop no more.
People would go to confession with some
It's very annoying having teeth that rattle if you General Custer is coming down to staple them
serious sins and the priest, for their penance,
turn around quickly.
to my bottom lip.
would send them to eat at our house.
The teeth did more shaking than a
Sean Kramer
group of hula
dancers.
Valley Guide to eating out
I called the
emergency
dentist and he
Mediterranean
was booked up
for the next six
weeks.
44 651 660
So I called my
friend General
Thai
Custer.
When I look
down from my
caricature
44 651 314
corner, I can just
see the top of his
A taste for all palates
hat.
I called him for
help in removing
44 652 796
my teeth,

I remember a song from my
childhood:"All I want for Christmas is
my two front teeth."
So, I want to say, Thank you Santa.

Café Bella
Jing Jo

Jack’s Coffee House and Eatery
Modern Australian cuisine

The Woolshed Restaurant

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley

Open Friday and Saturday from 6:30pm

44 650 200

Sweet Treats & Hand Made Fudge

Kangaroo Valley Fudge House
& Ice Creamery
Open everyday from 8.30am

44 651 375

Value—service and good choice it’s
all here in Kangaroo Valley.
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Let the Show begin...Kangaroo Valley Show 2012
The Committee is
greatly excited to
present this year’s
annual Show.
We have some
special attractions which we feel sure will
delight locals and visitors to the Valley
alike.
We would like to draw your attention to
the closing date for the purchase of A
and H Association membership which is
8pm on Thursday 16 February.
Membership cannot be purchased after
this time.
Membership is available at all the usual venues
– the Post Office, Red Shed, Barrengarry
Store, The Friendly Grocer (IGA) and the
Kangaroo Valley General Store.
The Schedule booklet will also be available.
Entry to most events can be made online at our
website www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au/show.
We strongly encourage you to use this online
facility as it greatly assists our volunteer office
staff and allows the Show office to run more
smoothly.
Our Schedule can be viewed at this site and all
the entry deadlines are published in the
Exhibitor’s Guide. Please check this Guide
carefully to avoid disappointment as no entries
can be accepted after the deadline. Waivers are
also available online and we ask that you
submit these as well.

Taste the Valley
This year a new initiative will see our local
produce showcased in an exciting interactive
format!
Recently there has been great interest in the issue
of food security. With concerns about
environmental and political change worldwide
there is much focus on the need to source our
food from reliable, local sources, reduce the
distance our food travels to get to our tables and
ensure the food we eat is fresh, sustainably
grown and wholesomely prepared.
‘Food miles’’ and ‘’slow food’’ are the new buzz
words often heard in the media.
In Kangaroo Valley there is nothing new about
wholesome food, lovingly grown and consumed
at local tables!
Many of our long time residents have been
feeding their families with the produce from their
gardens, livestock, orchards and hives all their
lives. One of the great joys for those who have
come to live in the Valley more recently , and
often the reason for ‘making the move’, is the
delight and practical advantage of growing one’s
own food.
In this abundant Valley quite a few successful
businesses are operating based on the growing,
production and sale of delicious local produce,
both to the Valley and much further afield. Local
restaurants are utilising, and sometimes growing
their own, delicious fresh produce in the meals
they offer us and visitors to our town.
The Kangaroo Valley Tourist Association in
conjunction with the A and H Association and

have organised an interactive stall and a series
of food discovery experiences to promote our
local produce at this year’s Show.
The stall has also been generously supported
by grants from the Shoalhaven Tourist Grants
Board and Shoalhaven City Council.
All money raised by the stall will be given to
the A and H Association to assist with running
costs of the Show.
We hope to offer visitors a ‘taste of the Valley’
and a better understanding of what great food
looks like and how it is produced .We want to
spread the word about our fantastic local
produce.
There will be freshly prepared beef or kofta
kebabs and fresh fruit and local yoghurt for
sale to tempt hungry Show-goers. We are
lucky also to have Australia’s esteemed
nutritionist Rosemary Stanton on hand to share
with us her extensive knowledge and wisdom
with regard to healthy eating.
A timetable of talks and demonstrations will be
displayed at the stall.
Take advantage of this great opportunity to
revel in the culinary delights our Valley has to
offer and maybe learn a new trick or two!

Friendly to our environment too!
A fantastic opportunity has come our way to
make our Show a ‘’waste wise’’ event and
reach out to newcomers to our country at the
same time.
(Continued on page 19)
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Not in 2012
Generously
Shoalhaven City
Council are footing
the bill to enable
us to have
professional
recycling service,
Greenconnect
Illawarra, manage
our waste this year
Greenconnect
Illawarra is a
successful social
enterprise which
offers
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their families can
make it hard to
attend courses to
acquire the work
place training,
certification and
English speaking
skills needed to gain
better employment
opportunities and so the cycle goes on.
Greenconnect offers a great solution to this
problem, enabling many to make a more
successful start in our community, while at the
(Continued on page 20)

Colour coded bins and Greenconnect's expertise in waste mamagement
will make recycling much easier at this year's Show
(Continued from page 18)

Many of us have long been troubled by the
amount of waste generated by our Show and
the difficulty, despite past efforts, to ensure
that some recycling does occur.
Even when recycling bins have been provided
these quickly become full and then everything
just gets mixed up and our attempts to ‘’do the
right thing’’ are again thwarted.

workplace training and paid
employment opportunities to
refugees in the Illawarra area.
Many refugees find it very difficult
to obtain work due to language
barriers and a lack of recognised
Australian qualifications.
However the need to engage in some
paid work to support themselves and

Greenconnect helping out at an
Illawarra commnuity event recently

Friday 17 and
Saturday 18
February 2012
See our 2012 Show Schedule
For events and entry guidelines
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(Continued from page 19)

same time providing an
extremely important and
much valued service to
events like ours.
This year there will be
several stations around the
Show grounds with colour coded bins to
recycle as much of our waste as possible,
greatly minimising what ends up in landfill.
The bins will be manned by Greenconnect
employees to guide and educate us in using the
service. As bins become full they will be
replaced and taken to a central waste
management area in preparation for removal
after the Show.
There will be no overflowing bins and
unsightly rubbish on the grounds as we have
sometimes experienced.
Despite the hard work of Show volunteers it
has often been hard to keep on top of the
rubbish accumulation whilst managing all the
other Show issues!
Thank goodness for Greenconnect!
The benefits to us of their hard work will be
very tangible. We hope you will extend a warm

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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and friendly
welcome to their
employees and
show your
appreciation to
them. For nearly all
of them it will be
their first
experience of an
Australian rural
show and it would
be wonderful if it is
a really positive
one.

Local junior
cattle judge a
royal winner!

Just one the ways you can show your talent juniors!!
This year Kangaroo
Valley Show will again host a qualifying round 10 competitors are also required to give by
of the Junior Cattle Judging competition.
microphone, their comments on the placement
Last year Kangaroo Valley was represented
of their first breed. This requires not only a
extremely ably in this event by our own Laura
great knowledge and understanding of the
Kent. Laura came second at the KV Show and
judging criteria but the ability and poise to
then went on to gain second place overall at the communicate this effectively.
Royal Easter Show in
The competition will commence at 9 am sharp
Sydney.
on Friday 17th Feb, details on page 29 of the
This was a fantastic
Schedule. Again we offer Laura our hearty
achievement, especially
congratulations on her outstanding
given Laura’s age, (16 at
performance last year and wish her and all the
the time) and the eligible
other competitors the best of luck for this
age bracket of 15 to 25
year’s competition.
years!
Another competitor, Tilia
Horse breaker Luke Thomas
Withers, from Frensham
College at Mittagong, won returns. We are in for a real treat!
Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame
the Kangaroo Valley
entertainer and horse breaker extraordinaire
qualifying final last year
Luke Thomas will again delight us with his
and went on to acquit
outback skills, banter and bush ballads.
herself well in Sydney.
Competitors not only have Horse breaker almost seems to crude a
description when you see Luke at work, horse
to judge three groups of
whisperer comes to mind!
cattle of different breeds,
placing them in order 1st to I would not describe myself as a horse person,
4th but from there the top in fact I admit to being quite nervous around
Laura Kent, centre, at the Junior Beef Cattle judging event in 2011
our equine friends. However I was absolutely
spellbound watching Luke weave his magic.
He was joined last year by two other gifted
horsemen, local Tony Priestly and South Coast
horseman Wade Mathie.
These three men treat the horses with deep
respect and their love of this work is evident.
Each, in their own quite different styles, were
able to get amazing results with the horses they
worked.
To watch this process up close over several
sessions was a great privilege and most
informative. Luke is a true showman and
works at the Stockman’s Hall of Fame for
several months of each year, entertaining and
educating the visiting crowds. No need to
travel all the way to Longreach in
Queensland... it’s a ‘must see’ on the Show
program this year, for horse lovers, those keen
to learn and those who just enjoy great
Australian entertainment!

Hey kids, climb on board!
The holidays have ended and it’s back to
school. Hopefully many of you will have spent
some time preparing your exhibits and
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Showtime
appreciation
corner !!
Some special thanks

Luke Thomas: Australian Stockman Hall of Fame entertainer in action at the 2011 KV Show
practising some skills for the Show while you
were off school.
If you haven’t thought about it yet it’s
definitely not too late ...build your own
obstacle course at home and practise your bike
skills, call a friend and organise a talent quest
item, bake a practise cake or get out in the
garden and see what flowers or vegies might
be ready for the Show
You can go online to
www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au/show to look at
the schedule to decide which events you’d like
to enter, you can enter online. Maybe you can
help your parents or grandparents to do their
entries online too as many of you are better
with the computer than the oldies!
There are so many choices and lots you can do
now to get ready. Check out Sections 05, 15,
16 and 18 to get started.
This year you may even win one of the great
Children’s Awards, to see what’s on offer
check out the 2011 Show Champions at the
back of the Schedule!

Lucky Ducks get a new home

Out with old in with the new

Well mainly chooks actually, but that doesn’t
rhyme so well.
This year the poultry exhibits will be housed in
our beautiful new poultry pavilion!
Many thanks go to our Show Committee, in
particular our President, Dave Kent and our chief
poultry steward, Roger Arnold for their hard
work required to achieve this outcome.
This new building will be a cleaner, more
comfortable house for our feathered friends. This
year our old cages have been renovated and
moved to the new venue.
In time we hope they will be replaced by new,
modern cages which will be up to date with
modern poultry showing standards.
The placement of the new pavilion will invite us
all to wander down to the lower part of the
showground and continue around what will, this
year, be a complete circuit of great stalls and
attractions.
Don’t miss this new piece of the action!

Whilst enjoying the KV Friendly Show this
year, you might like to think about a few
supportive locals who have improved the
experience for you; John Rebbeck for some
much needed earthworks; Vinnie Winch for
helping to build the new horse yards; Dave
Selby for constructing a new road into the
Chitticks’ paddock for the horse floats; and
Jim Anderson for organizing a willing team to
render the block wall around the bar/
committee rooms area.
Thanks to these friendly locals, ideas have
transformed into realities, ensuring that the
Kangaroo Valley Show continues to be the
success that it is and a highlight in our
community’s annual calendar.
See you at the Show.
Spike and Paul (KV A&H Committee).

A big thank you
The Valley is made up of some wonderful
people.
Just recently Mr Jim Anderson volunteered his
expertise to be Project Manager and kindly
bagged Osborne Park’s outdoor entertainment
area with his team, consisting of
Darren Wright, Paul Williams, Spike
Rutherford, Peter Still and Oliver Radic.
Thank you all for improving the beauty of the
showground.
Jacqualine Lenz,
Catertaker Osborne Park.
These K.V. Show articles and photographs
were co-ordinated by Cathy Gorman. The
Valley Voice appreciates the dedication she
has shown with her assignments, the accuracy
and clarity of the material and most of all her
punctuality in meeting the deadline.
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Valley rainforest the grail
for Bushwalkers
How lucky
Simon and
Kathy are
to have
such a
treasure on
the
Nevertheless we had a delightful time as the
doorstep.
guests of two generous hosts, Kathy and Simon Lunch was
Harrington.
delicious:
The Harrington’s live on 39 acres in Kangaroo everyone
Valley, almost all of which is beautiful
brought a
rainforest.
plate of
Simon had marked out three walks for us that food to
formed the shape of a cloverleaf, graded so that share,
they got progressively harder; but we could
Kathy had
decide at each return to the stem (house) to
the
leave the walking group and sit on the
Christmas
verandah waiting for the dedicated walkers to decorations
finish.
up and we
The first walk took us to quite a tall waterfall
The Valley bushwalkers Christmas lunch party at the Harringtons
really felt
that tumbled down the mossy rocks even more that we
much that we feel that it is a privilege to share
forcefully because of the rain the previous
deserved the champagne and wine.
them with you all.
night.
While the bushwalkers so kindly thanked us for
Lee Sharam
It was however the leeches that helped some
organising these walks, Fran and I enjoy them so
decide to return to the shelter of the home and
a hot cup of coffee.
On the second walk we climbed over rocks and
fallen trees through thick leaf litter, feeling like
early explorers and wondering how they
managed.
Again there were those who decided that their
wet shoes and clothes needed the protection of
that verandah.
The third walk was in almost pristine
rainforest, over streams and past the original
logging tracks from over a century ago, but it
was so beautiful that there was a feeling of
sadness to finally arrive at the spray-sealed
road and the short walk back to the house.
Fran receiving her thank you present
The dedicated ones

We always have a shorter walk in
December because it is so hot and there
is the excitement of our Christmas
party to follow.
This year we were glad of the shorter walk
because it was so cold and wet!

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO VALLEY
MOBILE - 0428610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

Walking in the rain Christmas 2011

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Hence the code of ethics, which set out a clearer
directive on what is and is not acceptable.
KVTA encourages all its members to conduct
their business so that the money brought into the
valley by tourists directly benefits locals, that the
waste and water usage is mindful of the
environment, and to encourage alternative
transport.
KVTA also seeks to develop tourism in a manner
that the community finds acceptable and not to
exploit the very values that draw people to our
valley in the first place.
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•

Participation in the Great Eastern Ranges
connectivity conservation
•
Consultation with Sydney Catchment
By making things happen
Water Authority regarding future plans
they are making a difference
for Bendeela picnic area and its wildlife.
Members meetings are held at Jing Jo at 6 pm
KANGAROO
on the first Monday of every other month, the
VALLEY
next being on 6 February.
KVTA currently has 88 members, making it
TOURIST
one of the largest local tourist groups on the
ASSOCIATION
south coast.
It welcomes new members and volunteers.
KVTA was founded,
Please contact Larraine Halhos on 4465
in 1983 –84, by Pauline Nugent, Bruce The current committee comprises: Christopher
1621
or larraine@onaustralia.com.au if you
Warren (President). Lyn Obern (Secretary),
Preston, Les Adams, Neil Braithwaite
would like to include your business on the
Bruno Henke (Treasurer), Larraine Hahlos (Vice
KVTA web site.
and others.
President and Membership Manager) and Tim
Subsequent committee members have
Johnston.
KANGAROO VALLEY
included Glyn Stones, Loo Taylor, Alison It meets monthly and at bi-monthly general
meetings policy and projects are decided by
Baker, Chris Pryor, Wendy Caird, Keith
BUSHWALKERS
members.
Learn and Barbara Woodney.
KVTA has been so successful that council has
A small community non-profit organization,
In 2003 Janette Gale, under the umbrella of
KVTA’s charter stipulates that members must sent other tourist organisations to discuss how it the K.V Lions Club and with the aid of a
operates.
have 51% of their business in the valley.
government grant, started the Healthy
Its primary objective is to promote tourism to KVTA has been at the core of recent community- Communities Program in Kangaroo Valley.
led initiatives, including those relating to
the valley.
Following a questionnaire, distributed to
Hampden Bridge, Road Action Group, the Colys
However, focus on this very broad aim has
the community with ideas as to what
Development
and
the
new
Local
Environmental
resulted a clearer set of objectives, enshrined in
activities might be included in the
a code of ethics passed by a general meeting.in Plan.
The results of its past activities have been: program, the Kangaroo Valley
2010 :
Bushwalkers was formed.
see http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/
•
Plastic Bag Free Zone
Monthly walks were initially led by Jo Keane
dir/code_of_ethics
•
Green Kangaroo program that helps
Many of the tourism experiences available in
members and community tread more lightly and later also by Terry Rebbeck, mainly in the
Kangaroo Valley area.
the valley are used by the community or
on the planet and save money.
undertaken on protected lands.
•
Winners of the South Coast Tourism Award There are few level walks in the valley,and
after four years the easier walks were
2009
exhausted.
•
Highly commended in the international
The walks became too hard for some.
Responsible Tourism Awards – Best
Many enjoyed the challenge but others didn't.
Destination
As a result the bushwalkers were divided into
•
New water bubbler in the village
two groups – Level 1 and Level 2 - the latter,
•
Historic walk and informative signs
subsequently (by popular request) renamed
throughout the village
The On Track Bushwalkers, being led by Lee
•
Continued support for the KV Arts Festival,
Sharam and Fran Pritchard.
Folk Festival and Annual Show
The On Track Bushwalkers aim to meet new
•
Encouragement to source and promote local friends, to discover hidden parts in our region
produce
which wouldn’t normally be seen, to keep fit
•
Reusable water bottles for sale
and to have fun.
•
Planting to replace trees that have been
There is a walk every month except January.
removed and create a wildlife corridor for
Fran and Lee decide each year’s itinerary over
One of the historic walks and information signs
native animals
dinner and a bottle of wine and with much
installed at a number of locations in the valley
•
Kangaroo Valley Explorer Walking guides thought and discussion.
(available at the Information Centre).
A week before each walk they do a recce, and
KVTA seeks to ensure that the impacts of
Current projects:are:
then send an email to inform members of the
tourism are minimal and where possible
•
Partner with KV Voice for the book Art & walk’s grading, distance, probable timing and
positively contribute to community life and the
Soul of Kangaroo Valley
what to bring.
protection and safe upkeep of our beautiful
Walks vary from 6 km on a hot summer day at
•
Kangaroo
Valley
Explorer
–
self
guide
place.
the start and end of the year and at most 16km
interpretive walks, cycle rides and drives
in the cooler months.

This series brought to you this month
by the Kangaroo Valley Voice
as a continuation of our commitment
to community understanding and to
stimulate the particpation of old and new residents alike
In the wide range of activities available.
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People Power
Participants in each walk usually number
between 10 and 26.
They meet at the council car park in the
village, and car pool wherever possible.
The group’s first walk, four years ago, was to
Minamurra Rainforest.
Others have included:
• In the Valley; Drawing Room Rocks,
Hindmarsh Ridge, Budgong Escarpment
and many private properties.
• Around the Valley; both east and west
rims at Fitzroy Falls, Bomaderry Creek
and the Grotto.
• Along the coast; the Kiama Coastal Walk,
Gerringong Coast, Sea Cliff Bridge,
Loves Bay to Werri Beach, Comerong
Island, Honeymoon Bay and Booderee
National Park and Abraham's Bosom.
• Inland from the coast; all three walks
around Mt Bushwalker, Little Forest
Plateau, Macquarie Pass and Mt Kembla
Ring Track.
• In the Highlands; from Moss Vale to
Bowral, Lake Alexandria at Mittagong,
and near the Gib.
New members are always welcome.
There is no membership fee.
Owing to the increasingly stringent
requirements of NSW Sport and Recreation
and the high cost of insurance, the group is not
affiliated with that department.
As a result all members walk at their own risk:
they must take responsibility for their own

safety and their level of ability to complete the
walks.
They must also be prepared for the terrain, carry
water, sunscreen, hats, food and any other
equipment they know that they may need.
To-date no walker has suffered any serious
injury.

If you would like to be put on the bushwalkers’
email circulation list, please contact Lee on
4465 1756 or leesharam@bigpond.com.

For further information please contact
Fran on 4465 1599, 0316 324 171 or
fran@harboursat.com.au.
Tony Barnett

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator

44 651 177

Trucks
Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design &
construction
Decorative
Rock work

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123
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Walking and talking therapy
Research has shown the enormous
health benefits of mild to moderate
exercise, especially for those over 40.
30 minutes exercise four times a week has
enormous benefits.
Walking is a mild to moderate easy exercise
that can greatly help you to not only improve
your fitness but also prevent and relieve the
symptoms of anxiety, depression, low selfesteem, addictions, dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease onset.
And none of us wants that last shocker!
When you exercise it promotes the movement
of blood to all areas of the body including the
brain.
Tiny blood vessels are opened up and filled
with oxygen, giving life to surrounding cells.
After exercise you also feel great because

warm, fuzzy and happy brain chemicals have
been released into your system.

Our bodies are made to move from ancient
times, however modern luxury life has made us
sedentary beings.
Talking while you walk has great therapeutic
benefits as well.
The act of body motion and talking creates the
free flowing of ideas and thoughts, called
streams of consciousness.
When walking and talking you free yourself to
express, with others, your innermost thoughts,
while the brain is being stimulated with happy
chemicals.
There are benefits of conducting counselling in
rooms designed for this purpose however there
are greater benefits when conducting therapy
while exercising.
In this way as you not only obtain therapy but
also become fitter in the process.
So I am sure you have made a few New Year’s
resolutions already but make a new one now.
Call a friend and ask them to walk with you
four times a week for 30 -40 minutes.
It’s lovely first thing in the morning or at dusk.
You might even have to get up half an hour
earlier but you will love it when you get going
I assure you.
I am sure you will both talk freely as you walk
as well but let me give you some therapy tips.
When someone says something rather than
jump in and tell them your
experience ask them to explain
more of what they have said.
Repeat back to them a little of
what they have said to encourage
them to speak more on the one
subject.
For instance: “I saw Bob the other day and he
gets upset with me when I talk about the
annual show.”
You reply, “So Bob does not like it when you
bring it up?”
We help each other by telling each other it is
all right to talk about more about subjects.
Make sure you share the talk though.
Walking therapy – fitness building and
improving mental health at the same time.
It’s a win/win.
Gerry North is a qualified and registered
counselor and is available on 0411 368 142

We welcome all
contributions from our readers to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser
Happy New Year to all our readers and
especially Hugo Kalus with best wishes
for his speedy recovery.
Well, as usual the Christmas period (when
we rest and recuperate) was busier than
any other time of the year.
During December I managed to get in quite a
lot of solar observing but a lot of the month
was wet in the valley and the first really clear
night was Christmas Eve.
Some lucky members of Shoalhaven
Astronomers, Dan, Kim, Col and Ben all got a
look at Comet Lovejoy (C/2011 W3).
The comet was a sun-grazer and actually set its
course through the solar corona where it was
expected to disintegrate.
Predicted to brighten to magnitude 8 (big deal)
and possibly burn up as it passed the Sun, it
suddenly fountained into the pre-dawn skies at
magnitude 3! Comets can do this and judging
by the photos it was a beauty.
You had to be up at 3a.m. and looking low to
the east or south-east and the sky was
lightening by 4a.m.
I tried on four successive mornings as Jack did
but was
clouded out
three times.
By the
fourth
attempt it
was too
faint even
to find in
80mm
binoculars.
This image
shows a 35
degree tail
on Dec 27th
It was taken
from Perth
looking back
toward land.
You can
make out the
Pointers at
the top of the
photo

The image above is from SOHO satellite and shows
the comet on course for destruction, the gravity of
the Sun distorting the arc of the tail enormously.
The next image was taken by ex Valley resident and
Shoalhaven astronomer Dan Crowley – I hope the
reproduction does it justice but I would forward it
with Dan’s permission.
See email address

Speaking of the Sun,
the two biggest events,
astronomically
speaking, that will
occur in 2012 are both
visible from Australia
and both involve the
Sun. I am putting out
an early reminder so
you can start planning.
The first and the rarest
is a Transit of Venus
which will occur on
June 6th commencing
just after 8am. Your almanac Astronomy 2012,
contains an excellent article on pages 8-10 and as
you can see from the table on p. 10 the Sydney
area is so well placed viewing of the entire
transit will last SIX HOURS! Transits of Venus
occur in “pairs” approximately 8 years apart and
then the pair recurs one hundred and five years
later so most of us will only see the pair once and
you’d have to see it when you were one year old
and again at 105, neither of which would stick in
the memory bank. It was in fact a scientific
expedition to the South Seas to observe the
transit of 1769 that brought Captain Cook to
Tahiti and thence the east coast of Australia. I
will write a separate article on this subject and
give a presentation in the next few months but it
is hard to go past the article in Astronomy 2012
for good historical facts and figures as well as
observation detail.
For now you may like to think on the next photo
which I took of the transit of 8 June, 2004 when
some of us were still using FILM cameras.
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The second major event is the Total Solar
Eclipse on 14 November 2012. The path of the
eclipse
takes it
across
Cape York
and
Arnhem
Land and
it is best
seen from
the east
coast in
the area of
Port Douglas and Cairns. This means no need
to travel overseas so start thinking about your
plans early as overseas interest will be strong.
International eclipse chasers will be well aware
of the safety and beauty of the location so it
will be a very popular event. Apparently good
accommodation is still available but make up
your mind early and make a booking! The
journey is quite a long one and I am using it as
an excuse for a driving holiday to explore
some country I haven’t experienced. This
eclipse occurs not long after dawn, unlike the
eclipse of 2002 which was still in progress at
sunset. Sunrise is at 5.40am and first contact
begins only minutes later. Once again your
Astronomy 2012 observing guide contains a
comprehensive outline of the event and is a
must read. One drawback is that Nov 14th is in
the beginning of the Wet season and cloud will
likely be an issue however often cloud builds
up during the day as the Sun evaporates the
(Continued on page 50)

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a Division of the
Dept of Environment, Climate Change and Water) are conducting
a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley
and Budgong areas for the protection of the
Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.
The baiting is conducted on various private properties,
NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment Authority estate
and vacant Crown land.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits and
1080 capsules in ejector devices at the bait station locations.
All properties being baited are sign posted
with the baiting dates and an indication of which baiting
methods are being used on each property.
Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do not wander
as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.

For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, Alison Prentice or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS
Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244
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Firey Tales

but three call-outs to car accidents, including one
reported as a person trapped upside down in a
by Cinderfella
creek bed and another serious injury on Jacks
Corner road just recently.
Happy New Year to those we haven’t
Also a number of calls to trees and power lines
seen out and about.
down at several times along with some less
We’re still looking for additional members serious calls to oil spills, etc.
to help share the response calls and to be Luckily has only been the one call to a smoke
able to put something back into the
sighting which was another illegal burn without a
community.
permit.
We have a number of people who have
Numbers have been down over the Christmas
expressed interest in joining and hope to run a period with a number of members away at
group shortly to do their basic training.
various times, but the brigade has always
The RFS offers more than just firefighting role: managed to respond to all call-outs as required.
communications, catering, logistics, planning
There was even one call-out on Christmas day to
and aviation support are critical – so if this
a reported car on the edge of a cliff (which
sparks your interest, don’t be shy.
turned out to be a car with two wheels off the
Training Every Wednesday from 6.00 PM at edge of the road).
the fire station
Thanks to the members who have responded to
Maintenance Sundays, 9.00 AM to 10.00 AM these calls over this period as is not always easy.
at the fire station
Did you know? You can be fined for burning
Info Contact Dave (Dusty) Smart on 0427
without a permit.
651718 if you’d like to know more about the
A brigade from the Highlands was called to
brigade and its activities.
investigate a fire in Bunkers Hill area a week
Fire Permits A reminder that fire permits are ago, after a report of smoke from an illegal burn.
required for all fires (obtainable from the
This pulls volunteers away from their workplace
KVRFS permit officers) and must be valid.
for nothing.
December–January call-outs
No further action was taken in this case but there
Total of 8 call-outs since the last report so it’s is the provision for fines to be levied for illegal
been a reasonably busy over Christmas.
burns.
Luckily no real fires due to the damper weather Guide to action: February
With February likely to be a warm one, and so
much rain in January, grass fires are still a
concern, on top of the usual bushfire threats of
the season.
COMMUNITY CARE

WORKERS/
DOMESTIC HELPERS
We
are
a
private
homecare
organisation
seeking
Casual
Employees in the Valley region.
Duties
include
Personal
Care,
Domestic, Respite Care and for those
qualified, more complex needs with
the
use
of
mechanical
aids.
Experience
with
challenging
behaviours could be a bonus.
We are seeking people willing to
work a broad span of hours and the
possibility of weekends.
Car and mobile phone essential and
carers must have the ability to work
as part of a team, possess sound
people skills
and follow procedures.
We are a Sydney base company,
however,
interviews
will
be
conducted locally or Nowra.
Please phone Jenny
During business hours on

9520 2966
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Continue to prepare your property (and other
properties, if you have a caravan, cabin or
holiday house elsewhere). November’s Voice
has a checklist to start you off.
Review your Fire Plan and Emergency
Survival Kit and make sure everyone in the
household is familiar with what to do in the
event of a fire.
If you’re thinking of joining up, talk to your
friends. They might be thinking of it too, and
you can train together. (It’s also a great way to
meet new people.)
Get familiar with your emergency notification
services: ABC Radio Illawarra 97.3FM and
http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/
News
The Christmas party was a great night to
welcome all members and their families, along
with a number of guests who contribute to the
brigade throughout the year.
It was a cooler damper night than what we are
used to at this time of year which kept a few
people away.
The brigade was also involved in cooking the
free BBQ at the Christmas Eve party at the
Friendly Inn, plus also tasked with the
important job of transporting Santa and his
helpers.
Thanks to all those that donated their change
and gold coins on this night which we will put
to good use in purchasing some additional
equipment.As reported last month we have
purchased 20 new fire helmets with protective
visors for greater protection and comfort.

Council reminding residents to register all cats and dogs
Shoalhaven City Council will soon be issuing
notices to local pet owners who own a dog or cat
that is older than six months of age and not
lifetime registered.
It is a requirement of the NSW Companion
Animals Act that all dogs and cats over six
months in age be registered.
Acting Mayor, Andrew Guile said it was
important that Shoalhaven pet owners ensure the
registration of their companion animal.

“All puppies, dogs, cats and kittens – including
those sold or given away – must be identified
with a microchip by 12 weeks of age or when
the animal is sold,” said Clr Guile.
“Pet owners should then register their
companion animal with Shoalhaven City
Council by six months of age.
“Lifetime registration within NSW is a one-off
payment and can be completed at one of
(Continued on page 50)
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Presents the summer exhibition

Opening February 1, 2012

Featuring the work of 41 artists in the fields of
painting, sculpture, photography and jewellery.

Includes above:
The Wind Break

Some excellent antique furniture also available.

oil by Kerrie Leishman

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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The new gymnasium at Bomaderry
High School was opened in December
by Gareth Ward Member for Kiama.
Mr Ward said the new gymnasium worth $3.05
million was wholly funded by the State
Government under the 2010/2011 Major
Capital Works Program.
The new gymnasium includes a staff room,
storage areas and multi-purpose indoor courts.
Work also extended to the upgrading of
athletics facilities including replacing of the
cricket pitch, sand pit and running track.
“It was my great pleasure to officially open the
new gymnasium at Bomaderry High School
and extend my congratulations to the Principal
Jill Appleton and everybody at the school
involved in bringing about this wonderful new
facility,” Mr Ward said.

Kangaroo Valley
bushwalkers 2012
calendar in detail
Those interested in joining us on our
bushwalks, please copy these 2012 dates into
your diaries and come and join us for fun and
fitness.
Lee Sharam
February 12th – Port Kembla History
March 11th – a Valley walk
April 14th/15th – a weekend away near Tilba
Tilba
May 20th – Bungonia State Forest
June 17th – Telegraph Creek and Green Patch
July 15th – another Valley walk
August 19th – Lake Illawarra Entrance – Two
Islands Walk
September 23rd – Steamers Beach
October 27th – night walk along a northern
beach
November 18th – a walk in the Highlands
December 9th – our Christmas walk and party
We are not affiliated with any other group, so
each walker takes responsibility for his/her
own fitness, strength and ability to complete
the walk. A week before each walk an email is
sent with the details of the walk (distance, level
of difficulty), what to bring, anticipated time of
return.
Please read the following, our revised five
point Grading System for the walks:
1.

Easy, it follows well defined,
relatively level tracks with few steps,
no need for sticks.

2.

There may be more steps and not
always even on the ground (eg tree
roots etc) sticks recommended for
those who like to use them.

3.

Suitable for a walker of average
fitness, but there are some steep
sections and maybe rock hopping.

4.

Quite a few steep sections and some
less distinct trails, sticks
recommended for most walkers.

5.

These are the hardest walks we will
attempt and they require fit bodies,
may include some rock hopping,
bush-bashing, very steep sections.
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New $3.05 million gym for Bomaderry High
Mr Ward welcomed the opening of
the new facility saying that students
and staff were already taking
advantage of their new surroundings.
“The extensive improvements will
enhance the school’s ability to offer
outstanding educational
opportunities in an excellent new
learning environment,” Mr Ward
said.
“This is part of our commitment
creating the best possible learning
environments for all students
attending public schools across NSW,” he said.
“Public education offers the best possible
opportunities to all students, whether their
strengths lie in academic, sporting, vocational or
other fields,” Mr Ward said.
“This new facility will improve learning
opportunities and allow students to display their
talents in ways in which this school and the
public education system can be justly proud,” he
said.

“Bomaderry High School is proud of its place
as a member of the Shoalhaven River Learning
Community and this gymnasium is a most
welcome addition.”
Bomaderry High School also recently received
$200,000 in funding through the National
School Pride which was used for a new
covered outdoor learning area (COLA), shed,
new painting and carpet.
The school also recently received another
$300,000 for an extensive lighting upgrade.
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Don’t believe everything you read
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist

Hardly a day passes without a story
about food or nutrition somewhere in
the news. Indeed, hardly a day passes
when I don’t speak to a journalist
somewhere in Australia.
The 24-hour news cycle is partly to blame.
Journalists need stories and those about food
are popular because it’s a topic that is familiar.
Not everyone is interested in economic news,
but we all eat and drink.
Very little ‘news’ about food comes from
investigative journalism. Most nutrition news
arises from food companies wanting to
promote something that favours a particular
product.
Sometimes the ‘news’ is released because it
knocks a competing product. So those
promoting artificial sweeteners will publicise
any scare about sugar while the sugar industry
will return the fire as soon as they get a whiff
of anything against their competitors.
The red meat industry will have a go at
chicken, publicising the fact that it has less iron
than red meat. The chicken industry will
publicise stories about red meat and bowel
cancer.
Many companies or industry groups will also
concoct an ‘event’, often bringing experts from
overseas to speak on a topic that will get
publicity. Not surprisingly, the speakers will
favour the sponsoring group’s product.
The news grabs achieved after these events are
seen as a valuable ‘free’ adjunct to their usual
advertising and costs much less than they
would have to spend spruiking their product
through the usual advertising channels. Few
journalists reporting on these ‘events’
comment on the associated conflict of interest,
often because they will have received a free
trip to attend them.
Journalists like dishing up stories about
particular foods or diets. They also love
controversy. Indeed, some media will only run
with a topic that generates a good stoush. Any
disagreement generates newspaper, talkback
and online correspondence for days.

Collecting evidence
Most people – and many journalists – go to the
Internet to ‘research’ a topic. Some sites carry
helpful information but most peddle rubbish
and are trying to sell you something.
Volume bears no relation to veracity. For
example, if you Google ‘detox’, literally
millions of results appear (in 0.1 seconds on
my computer), but that doesn’t change the fact
that these cleansing theories and the diets
themselves are nonsense.

Crazy diet theories
Any diet promoted by a celebrity is headed for
the best seller list, although I don’t understand
why the stars are regarded as nutrition experts.
The latest silly celebrity fad is the Dukan Diet.
It’s absurdly unbalanced and the fact that so

many stars use it – often to lose excess weight
they don’t really have – doesn’t make it a good
choice.
Sometimes doctors get in on the silly diet act too.
Some Sunday papers recently publicised a trial
being conducted in a Melbourne hospital where
the participants are asked to restrict alcohol and
carbohydrates from refined sugars, white rice,
pasta – and fruit. The doctor involved (an
anaesthetist rather than a nutritionist) was quoted
as saying they restricted fruit because it is ‘full of
sugar’. All the publicity centred on fruit with
restrictions on alcohol and sugar escaping notice.
I was aware of the trial – small, not yet complete
and not published – and was pleased when
several journalists asked for my opinion about it.
Any food consumed in excess has the potential to
add excess kilojoules. That can apply to fruit
juice. Eating five apples would stump most
people, but their juice (and all the kilojoules) can
be swallowed in a few seconds. I’d certainly
recommend that most people who want to lose
weight should restrict their consumption of most
juices.
The high price of juices made from crushed fruit
automatically limits consumption for most
people. And few people will overconsume juice
if they have to squeeze it by hand. But cheap 2, 3
or 4 litre containers of juice easily lead to
overconsumption.
However, excess fruit itself is rarely a problem
with average consumption (as fruit, not juice)
just under one serve a day. Children, especially
teenagers are especially poor fruit eaters with
only 1% of 14-16 year-olds having the
recommended 1-3 serves a day (excluding juice).
So is fruit really relevant to weight gain? Not
according to the research. Many studies confirm
that fruit consumption is inversely related to
weight gain and getting people to eat a bit more

fruit (obviously within limits) is related to
weight loss.
I go along with claims that Australians eat too
much sugar. The World Health Organisation
recommends that added sugars should
contribute just 10% of energy intake, much
less than what Australians currently consume.
Among children, over 60% of 14-16 year-olds,
67% of 9-13 year-olds, 70% of 4-8 year olds
and almost 80% of 2-3 year-olds get more than
20% of their energy from sugars. However,
only a tiny proportion of this sugar comes from
fruit.
Our weight problems are due to big serves as
well as too much junk food. Sugar-sweetened
drinks, high sugar/high fat foods such as
confectionery, biscuits, cakes, pastries, desserts
and high fat foods (snacks, fast foods, chips,
fried foods) contribute over a third of our
average kilojoule intake. So let’s recommend
less of these foods rather than wasting space
telling people to stop eating fruit. Sadly,
there’s no story in commonsense.
Fruit is a healthy filling food. Its dietary fibre
slows down the rate at which the naturallyoccurring sugars in fruit enter the bloodstream
and fruit does not deserve condemnation.
In the field of nutrition and diet, commonsense
is often in short supply. It may help to remind
ourselves that if something sounds too good to
be true, or a bit silly, it usually is.
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2012 Campaign Dates:
Business Clean Up – Tues 28th February
Schools Clean Up – Fri 2nd March
Clean Up Australia – Sun 4th March

CUAD REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
Clean Up Australia Day (CUAD) is coming around again and Shoalhaven City Council would like to invite
you to become part of this national event.
Join with other members of the community to clean up the Shoalhaven environment; our local beaches,
reserves, forests, creeks, bushland, farmland, schools and business areas. As part of Council’s commitment
to this program Shoalhaven City Council will be offering assistance with waste removal on the day.
Registration for the 2012 Campaign is now open. To participate in this national event you must
register with Clean up Australia on- line at - www.cleanup.org.au .
We look forward to working together with you as part of our ongoing commitment to care for, and
protect, the unique and precious environment of the Shoalhaven.

For further information
Ph: 44293462
or e-mail
wilbya@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au.
Regards,
Avalynne Wilby, Coordinator
2012Clean Up Australia
Shoalhaven City Council

2012 Campaign Dates:
Business Clean Up – Tues 28th February
Schools Clean Up – Fri 2nd March
Clean Up Australia – Sun 4th March
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Valley taste.
The homegrown taste is so different, you would
call the 'fresh' bunch varieties in the
gardening almost
supermarket a different plant.
The issue with asparagus as a grower is that you
to wait two years to harvest your first
tips need
delicious crop.
A relatively easy crop to grow, with amazing

fom Mark Mclennan
Want to grow your own produce but
don’t know where to start.
It's simple, sunlight, soil, water, and
seeds.
How could that be hard?
Most people have had some type of experience
at growing, if only minimal, their own
produce. But a lot of us get fed up with the
effort required and the continual setbacks from
pests and disease.
So why would we bother growing our own
produce if it is so hard and requires so much
effort.
Well its;
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Cheap
Grown from a known source
Organic (possibly)
Educational
Keeps you aware of climate conditions
Proven to be better for you
Reduces the impact on the environment
Reduces food kilometres
Is a step towards sustainability
Is far closer than the supermarket
Gives personal satisfaction

For those of you that read through Rosemary
Stanton's articles, it becomes very apparent that
fresh vegetables are far better for you than
processed food.
There are lots of scientifically proven facts on
how much better fresh home grown produce is
for you versus commercially produced crops.
But for those that have tasted home grown
versus supermarket the difference is obvious.
Asparagus is the best example of this.
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fence, I encourage you to give growing your
own produce a go.
Not only will it make you healthier, reduce
your shopping bill, it will also taste great.

Tomato tips

Tomato plants have the potential to produce
huge amounts of fruit that can become
overwhelming.
Silverbeet
They are so rewarding to grow, and taste great.
A great example of an easy to grow low
Tomato plants are like teenagers though, they
maintenance plant is the simple Silverbeet.
need lots of structure and constant discipline.
In a packet of Silverbeet seeds there are
At the
somewhere between 50 - 100 seeds.
peak of
At your local major supermarket chain, a bunch summer
of Silverbeet will cost between $3-4.
the plant
Therefore potentially, in your seed packet, that
and the
cost you only $4, there is potentially $394 of
fruit can
value. Yes, but what of the effort to grow it?
grow
Silverbeet is a relatively long lasting plant and
very
can produces continually for several months in
quickly.
the garden, is relatively tolerant of poor soils and This
will grow in either full sun or shady locations.
means
The beauty of the Silverbeet is that it is mostly
that
pest resistant, even my large flock of Bower
without
some
training
you can
end up
with a
plant
that more resembles a tangled heap on the
ground with rotten fruit hidden throughout.
A sturdy post, like a star picket, or a strong
trellis will hold several kilos of tomatoes
provided you use gentle ties like stockings.
But make sure you check every couple of days
during the peak of summer to support new
growth by tying up to your trellis or post.
Kangaroo Valley is a fantastic place to grow
birds seem to turn their noses up at it.
Tomatoes because of our often very hot
A very versatile plant in the kitchen, with young summers.
leaves used in salads, mature leaves used in
To get the best results from tomato plants,
Curries, quiches, pasta dishes, stir frys, or as a
grow in full sun, well drained soil , with
side dish.
regular watering and protection from poachers.
For those of you that already have a vegie
garden, I am probably preaching to the
Happy gardening.
converted, but for those of you sitting on the

Passionate about gardening.
We specialise in;
·
·
·
·
·

Design Construction Maintenance
0439 456 356
info@deliciousgardens.com.au

Garden advice
Constructing vegetable gardens
Constructing vegetable enclosures
Garden maintenance
Lawn care

Our aim;
‘To see every backyard with an edible
garden’
Visit us at;
www.deliciousgardens.com.au
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Christmas party was high and dry

About 20 people strolled around the garden,
with Hope and Angus explaining their
A generous offer from Hope and Angus improvements since we our last visit: a beautiful
Kennedy meant that the Garden Group stone retaining wall was one of our favourites,
was able to hold their Christmas Party another was the well protected vegetable garden
in a delightful garden and as it was
where we were able to eat fresh strawberries
raining, be warm and dry on their large and raspberries straight from the canes.
verandah.
After the tour we settled down to a delicious lunch
(everyone had brought a plate to share) and we had
lots of time to catch up on our gardening year and
discuss our plans for the following one.
The new system of members organising a month in
turn has been working very well and we have all been

Chris Brangwin (wait-staff)

Angus Kennedy (centre) explains details of the
stone retaining wall to group members

Wildlife Rescue South
Coast (WRSC) formally
NANA

tel no 0418427214

covers KV and
South Coast to Ulladulla.

Hope Kennedy (right) points out other features of the garden

website at
www.kangaroovalleysewerage.comm.au
AJ Site Office
therefore moving into side streets such as
Landholders will notice that the AJ Lucas
Jenanter Drive and Cullen Crescent.
site office will soon be relocating from its
Landholders should be aware that the initial current temporary space in Osborne Park
horizontal drilling work does not involve any to a new and larger site further south along
installation work on private properties.
Moss Vale Road.
This early stage of work is solely confined to
The new site office will be on the same land
the public streets.
as the new water reclamation facility which
Work to install the new pressure sewer tanks is due to be constructed as part of the
on private properties is expected to start in
scheme. Once in place, the site office will
early March 2012. The construction schedule then remain in this area until the whole
is still being finalised however initial plans
project is complete.
are to start installing the new sewer tanks at Contact
the Barrengarry end of town and then
For more information on construction
progressively move further south and east to issues for the project please contact AJ
cover all other properties in the scheme.
Lucas on 0404 826 720 or email
Landholders will be notified prior to this
info@kangaroovalleysewerage.com.au
work taking place on their properties.
To speak to Shoalhaven Water about the
Progress and other information about the
principles of the scheme please call its
scheme will also be uploaded to the project
customer contact line on 4429 3244.

Sewerage scheme work moves into 2012
Construction of the Kangaroo Valley
Sewerage Scheme is now well underway for
the new year.
Work resumed in early January and is now
full steam ahead as the holiday season
draws to a close.
The initial focus has been on the horizontal
drilling work in public streets.
This is the method being used to lay the
mains pipes in the ground.
Work began at Barrengarry and has
initially been concentrated along Moss Vale
Road. Despite a swift start to the program,
some underground rock near Hampden
Bridge slowed the progress for a brief time.
The pace is now picking up again with
easier ground conditions in other areas.
A second horizontal drilling machine is also
now in operation and additional work is

benefiting from the wide range
of gardens each person has
access to.
There is no donation needed this
year as we are using our
accumulated funds, so please
join us in 2012 if you are
interested in gardens (there is no
need to have one yourself, just a
fascination with plants).
Call me on 4465 1756 if you
would like to come along to any
of our visits from February 2012
onwards.
Lee Sharam
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Meat free Mondays
with the seasonal Chef
I have always liked the concept of living
life without meat and not having to rely
on a beast that has given its life for us to
feast on its succulent flesh.

Wouldn’t it be easier to just pick
something from the garden, boil some
grains and add some type of dressing
or soft cheese to round out the meal?
Wouldn’t it also be wonderful to save on food
bills, reduce our environmental impact and
hopefully lead a healthier life whilst sporting a
whippet thin frame, glowing skin and possibly
dreadlocks to boot.
All this sounds possibly achievable but I’m not
sure after all these years that I could totally
give up meat and or dreadlocks would be
acceptable in my line of work.
I’ve done the vegetarian month which was
soulful but by the 3rd week I was dreaming of a
slow roasted shoulder of pork and big fat
sausages cooking on the bbq with the fat
oozing out and shining like little diamonds in
the sun.
So as you can probably gather a completely
meat free life still eludes me but I do like to
dedicate half of the week to delicious, filling
and totally stress-free vegetarian options.
I guess I owe this way of living to my mum
who has always provided us with the
confidence to delve into foreign cuisines that
focus on a total meat free blueprint.
She would always serve up colourful, hearty

and aromatic not to mention totally scrumptious
vegetarian dishes when most of our friends and
family were serving up meat and three
vegetables which I might add was cooked to
almost perfect puree stage.
From the recent social media evidence it seems
this broad minded way of eating is catching on in
western societies.
In sunny old England an international campaign
was launched that encourages people to not eat
meat on Mondays to improve their health and the
health of the planet.
We also have one here in Australia that has all
the same information to get you started, recipes,
informative reasons to help guide your decision,
and also why Monday is the best day of the week
to start your meatless campaign.
Apparently Monday is the best because you can
wash away the sins of the weekend and start the
week clean and fresh or something like that.
But all joking aside the one thing I do thrive on
is the challenge of creating a menu that wills
satisfy the most hardened carnivore to join me
and enjoy my meatless menus.
So if you’re keen to try something new take that
window of opportunity on Monday and try out
my recipe for the month.
Enjoy!

Warm Roast Cauliflower
and Poppy seed Salad
1 Cauliflower head broken up into florets
3 tbsp poppy seed
2 tbsp Ras el hanout- this is a Middle Eastern
spice blend which can be brought at a good deli
or make your own it’s easy!
2 tbsp dukka- this is also a Middle Eastern spice
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blend made with nuts. It can also be purchased
at a good deli or try making your own.
S&P-to taste
olive oil
grated parmesan
½ cup chopped parsley
Method:
Toss cauliflower with olive oil, poppyseeds,
ras en hout, s&p.
Ensure the cauliflower has soaked in the spice
mix and oils.
Place in the oven at 350’ and roast for 20-25
minutes or until cauliflower is soft.
Take out and toss with parsley and parmesan.
To finish sprinkle with dukka and serve warm
To make this recipe go further you can also
add chickpeas or pre- cooked potato to the mix
before roasting.
Serve with a big juicy garden salad.

Land for Agistment
Located at Budgong,
10 Minutes from
Kangaroo Valley Town Centre
30 Acres cleared pasture with dams,
cattle yards and shed
Suitable for horses or cattle
Great views on property
with riding trails nearby
Shed Suitable for storage of riding
equipment and feed

For all enquiries please phone

0411 209 011

Moss Vale Road (near Dan the pharmacist)
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Tennis finals a close run affair in both grades
Last year's B-grade Spring comp final
was won by Nick Smee, Chelsea
Cherbourne, Peter Morgan and Jillian
Naidu (see photo).
They won from

Bronwyn Carter, Bob Beazley (subbing
for Peter Stanton), Yvonne Ferguson and
Steve Murphy (subbing for Amanda
Collins).

The outcome depended upon the last
two sets, both of which went to tie
breaks.

The A-grade competition was
also a close affair; the two semifinals were won by the narrowest
of margins, 28 to 27 games and
30 to 29 games respectively.

In the final, after initially trailing by
two sets to none, the team of
Oliver Radic, Mike Gorman, Marion
Smart and Ken
Crocker (see
photo) won by
four
B Grade Spring winners; Left to right: Nick Smee,
sets to two (32
Jillian Naidu, Chelsea Cherbourne, Peter Morgan.
games to 27)
The 2012 autumn comps start on
against Ed Barger, John
Wednesday 22nd and Thursday 23rd
Smart (subbing for
February for B-grade and A-grade
injured Skip Chittick),
respectively.
Jacqui Szymoniczek and
Ian Szymoniczek (subbing Intending players should contact team
selectors, Dion Larkins (A-grade) on
for Angie Winch).
It was closer than the final 4465 1372 or Peter Stanton (B-grade) on
4465 1688 to make sure that you are included.
score indicates; halfway
through the final two sets Grading nights for new players will be held on
it was two sets all and Ed's Tuesday 7th February and Tuesday 14th
February from 6.00 pm to 7.30 pm.
team were ahead in both
Other players are also welcome to use the
sets.
A grade Spring winners: Left to right:
courts at this time for practice.
Mike Gorman, Oliver Radic, Marion Smart, Ken Crocker

The final was close; three of the
six sets were decided by tie breaks.

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay & Silage
Direct drilling
Ploughing

44 651 177

Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited
Consulting
Property
management

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123

Rural fencing
Hay & Silage
sales
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The Sports
Report
Kangaroo Valley ultimate Frisbee

If you don’t know what it is, I suggest
that you come to see for yourself.
A combination of American football cross
netball played with a Frisbee.
Sounds interesting!
The game is self-regulated by its players, this
might seem unusual, but it works because
everyone is there to have a good time.
We have players ranging from 12 to 60 years
so if you can do a bit of light running there are
plenty of players willing to teach you the
game.
The game is played on Monday nights from 6
pm on the Kangaroo Valley oval, but we don’t
play if it is too windy or if it is raining. After
the amazing interest from younger players we
have had to ask that parents must supervise
primary school children (the parents need to
play as well) and that the minimum age is 11
years old.
Apart from that all are welcome, see you
there.”
Mark McLennan
Photograph from left: Jordan Smee,
Serge Gomez, Nick Smee, Rueben Bacon,
Mark McLennan, Jon Horrox, Jesse.

The happy
hooker
by Chuck

Burley

There has been no safari since
November last year and our next
fishing safari will hopefully be in
March.
However, we are having a little difficulty
arranging suitable accommodation as a
problem arose with the Greenwell Point
booking.
The March report will provide final details and
if it is early March, members will be notified
individually.
A cottage at Burrinjuck Dam has been booked
for the 4th and 5th May, this is a new venue and
sleeps 10-12, a great place to try our skills at
freshwater fishing.
Remember we have available for sale: Club
shirts, $20, caps $10 and badges $5.
For membership and booking enquiries please
contact Gavin Fox on 4861 4841 (email
gav1960@msn.com) or Mark Collins on 4861
1091 (email kiwiwingnut55@hotmail.com) or
our local identity Vinnie Winch on 4465 1448.
Enjoy your fishing …..

Chuck

“Our readers write”contributions
are always welcome to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club news
What do you know?
The first month of the year has gone
already and I hope you all had a great
New Years Eve celebrations and wish you
all the best for 2012.
The Golf Resort held a wonderful, family
friendly, BBQ on New Year’s Eve and all
those who attended had a great time, enjoying
the food and musical entertainment.
It was great being at a New Year’s Eve
celebration where, not only were kids welcome
but, were well catered for.
The morning of the November Monthly medal
was bucketing rain so the competition was
deferred to December.
The afternoon, however, the sun came out so a
Stableford competition was run for those who
turned up.
It was won by Georgia Sanderson with 39
points, Jackie Parton was second scoring 37
points with Ron Bower finishing third with 33.
The weather was better and the scoring was hot
the next week, Saturday 3 December.
Suzanne Greer had a sizzling 45 points
comfortably beating Leigh Gilbert, 40 points,
into second place and Steve Atkins was third
with another good score of 38 points.
It has been good that most weeks over
December/January we have been able to hold a
Wednesday competition as well as one on the

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Saturdays.
Wednesday 7th
December was won
by Gordon Thomson
with 37 points
beating Suzanne
Greer on a countback
and Arthur Giugni
was placed third with
his 36.
Georgia Sanderson
was in the winner’s
circle again on
Saturday 10th
December with a Par
score of +3 beating
Steve Atkins on a
countback. Ray
Michelsons was third
with a +2.
Smiles all round, a relaxing drink, after a round of golf on a great course”
We had enough
starters on Saturday 17th December, for both a
spot. On Saturday 24th December we played
Men’s and Women’s Comp.
for the washed out November Medal which
Leigh Gilbert won the Women’s with a
was won by Rick Donaldson with a Nett 67,
commendable score of 40 points, Suzanne Greer John Seyffer was second with a Nett 70 and
was second with 35 and Sheila Young third with Chris Treuen, good to see you in the places
32.
Chris, was third with a Nett 74.
The men’s event was mostcompetitive.
The Boxing Day competition was won by a
Gordon Thomson winning with 40 points, Rick mile (maybe I should say Kilometre).
Donaldson was second with 39 and Peter Hughes Toto Mesiti’s outstanding round of 44 points
finish third with his 37 points.
saw him bolt into first place.
John Rose and Dinny Mandalis where both in
Suzie Wright was second with 32 points and
good form on Wednesday 21st December.
Gareth Butler’s 31, was sufficient to earn him
They both scored 38 points. John won on a
third.
countback.
The December Monthly Medal was played on
Suzanne Greer’s 30 was enough to gain her third
(Continued on page 45)

Watch for our weekly specials
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils

Bottled and refilled gas

Ice and Telephone credits

32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
phone (02) 4465 1986
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(Continued from page 44)

Saturday 31st December and was finished up being a family affair
with Brad Innes beating his father John on a countback.
Both had great scores of Nett 68s. Rick Donaldson was third with his
Nett 69. Wednesday the 4th January, the first comp of 2012, “was a
hard day at the office” with Sheila Young wining with 35 points,
Gordon Thomson was second with 31 and Suzanne Greer third with
28 points.
Saturday 7th January was an evenly matched affair and John Seyffer
won with 36 points, beating Steve Atkins on a countback.
Bill Clemens was third with 35 points. Saturday 14th January was
another closely fought competition with Rod Ashbolt winning, despite
a sore back, scoring 36 points beating Peter Dumbrell on a countback
and Rick Donaldson taking third spot, on a countback, with 35 points.
John Rose won the Wednesday 18th competition with 38 points,
Sheila Young was second with 37 points and Suzanne Greer third with
36 points.
The greens were playing true on Saturday 21st January, and despite
the high humidity the scores were extremely good.
Leigh Gilbert won the day with an excellent 43 points.
Ray Michelsons beat Suzanne Greer into third place on a countback.
Both had credible scores of 40 points.
Until next time Seventy Plus
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Valley Voice Trade Directory: also pages 46-49

Nerolie Barnes B.S.S. (Syd Uni)
Social Worker Counsellor
Appointments to adults, children and families
Fee covered by GP Medicare referral
Kangaroo Valley Phone 0412 579 498
Medicare 4285112Y

This space could be yours
Just telephone

44 651 621

The 3rd fairway. “I’m sure there is another ball here somewhere.”

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day & 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: eccleselectrical@westnet.com.au

*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter & Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0432 659 816

Ian McLean
Home Handyman
$1,000 limit to
any “building” work

Tel: 4464 3267

Mob: 0427 643 267
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member

EST 1890

Same day repairs
We specialise in all aspects of the pest control industry,
including termites,
soil treatments, general pests, building & pest inspections.
We are certified for all physical barriers including granite guard,
trithor, plasmite and many more.
It's not the cost of the service, it's the quality of the service.

44 651 520

0411 704 067

Licence No 15 004 265 003

Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089
All Mechanical Repairs
Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs
Slasher, Mower,
Ride-on Repairs
Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
On farm mechanical repairs
Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field
Servicing

19 years mechanical knowledge
and Licenced Workshop experience.
We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles

John Wright 0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

P: 4446 0713

e : marknheidi@optusnet.com.au
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Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring
& Environmentally Friendly Coatings

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

7 Days, Emergency service

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years

For expert, practical bookkeeping advice call:-

BILL ALLDRITT BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
Providing a complete range of
bookkeeping services using MYOB, including:general bookkeeping
bank reconciliation
accounts payable
debtors and accounts receivable
payroll services
Registered BAS Agent (Reg # 07902 007).

MYOB Professional Partner
P.O. Box 6228
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

M:-0408 32 55 88
E:-billalldritt@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
W:- www.billalldritt.com.au
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Star struck

Councillors in dual roles

By Gerard Keyser
(Continued from page 29)

warm ocean currents bringing afternoon
downpours.
Mornings over the ocean can be quite clear.
One piece of advice for those considering
photography is to try and automate your
camera to some degree.
You need to watch an eclipse to experience the
wonder, you don’t want to be fiddling with
equipment as two minutes of totality passes
awfully quickly.
The next Total Solar Eclipse occurring in
Australia will be in 2028 but you can stay
home for that one, totality cutting right across
Australia from Broome to Sydney.

One of my film images of the 2002 TSE, taken at
Wirraminna, SA.
Disregard the scratches on the photo, I don’t know
how to scan negatives yet.
The second image shows the Sun setting
while still eclipsed.
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(Continued from page 6)

With both Mayor, Paul Green (Member of the
Upper House) and Councillor Gareth Ward
(Member for Kiama) currently serving dual
roles, Council General Manager, Russ Pigg
said he was very interested to hear the views of
the community on this very important issue.
“There has been a lot of comment in the media
about the ability of serving Councillors to also
uphold a position within the NSW
Now that we have dealt with the early warnings Government,” said Mr Pigg.
we should talk briefly about the local viewing.
“I’ll be assessing the dual roles and whether
For planetary enthusiasts Jupiter is high in the
there is any real impact on our operations
northwest at dusk and prime viewing.
before reporting to Council in December.
Venus is starkly beautiful in the western sky and “It is important for the community to consider
last month made a beautiful apparition with the
whether they have experienced any difficulties
one day old crescent moon in an indigo sky.
or indeed gained benefits from this experience
Saturn is creeping up on us at last, rising
with both the Mayor and Councillor Ward
around midnight. In about three months it
having dual roles since March.”
will take over as our planetary target,
“Given this issue has current local
Jupiter heading for the western horizon.
ramifications, Council is encouraging residents
Should you be blessed with a clear sky
to view the DLG’s discussion paper, follow the
overhead it is time to explore Orion, Canis link and make comment on Council’s
Major and the enormous riches of the
Facebook page.”
summer Milky Way.
“I would be very interested to hear the views of
One of the bonuses for hunting Comet
the community on this ongoing issue.”
Lovejoy was watching Scorpius, Ara,
The Department of Local Government’s
Centaurus and Crux wheel up from the
discussion paper can be found at
horizon in the early morning. A spectacular www.dlg.nsw.gov.au.
hour of meditation and anticipation.
Residents wishing to make comment can do
Clear Skies!
so by following the link to Council’s
Facebook page at
Contact me: markab@westnet.com.au
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au.
P.S. I may be able to purchase additional
copies of Astronomy 2012 through
Shoalhaven Astronomers or Wollongong
Registration of cats and dogs
Amateurs, please contact me. $20 or $22.
(Continued from page 30)

Kangaroo Valley Markets
are held on the 2nd Saturday every month 8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
with proceeds going towards the Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.
For more information contact Jane Richter 0402 635 785 or email

kvmarkets@gmail.com

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

Council’s administration offices at Nowra or
Ulladulla.”
“A penalty notice may be issued for failing to
register your animal or for failing to notify
Council if your details have changed. This
includes updating details if the animal changes
address, ownership, goes missing or dies.”
“As the owner of Sam, an 11 year old
Labrador, I understand the importance and
piece of mind both microchipping and
registration provides a dog owner.”
Fee schedule for NSW lifetime registration:
Un-desexed dog/cat $150
Desexed dog/cat $40
Desexed dog/cat owned by a pensioner
$15
Dog /cat owned by a recognised breeder
$40
Dog /cat owned as an Assistance Animal
FREE
If a pet or pet owner’s circumstances change,
that information must be provided in writing to
Council within:
14 days of any change to the registration
details, that is, if a pet owner moves
or changes phone numbers or a dog
or cat is adopted by someone else,
28 days of the dog or cat dying
Four days of the dog or cat going missing
Seven days of the dog being declared
dangerous or revoking a dangerous
dog declaration.
Council’s Ranger Services on (02) 4429 3433.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events February 2012
Mar 2-4 UP A RIVER...Festival & Fundraiser
Mar 17 Open Day at Church of Good
Shepherd with 140th historical exhibit
Mar 18 140th anniversary celebrations for the
Church of the Good Shepherd

Sep 29

Feb 17—18

KVA & H Show

Feb 28

Swimming relays at the pool from 6-15 pm

10th Buster Keaton Silent Annual
Film Show

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups

Monthly events
Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon (3rd)

A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170

Weekly events

Tues (1st)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Wed (1st)

Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00 am to 12 noon
Werner Bayer 4465 -105 or Phil Scott 4465 1968.

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Wed
Pioneer Park Men’s Shed from 9 am
Finishing round 4 pm with a pint at
The Bowlo Werner Bayer 4465 1058
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651364
Thurs
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Thurs
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Sun

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Sun

Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

Bi-weekly events
Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- 149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
P&C
Bianca Murphy
4465 1182
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
Scots College
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Lorraine Mairinger 4465 1031
V.I.E.W. Club Betty Allan
4465 1154
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4443 3409
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Stanton 4465 1711
Wires
4862 1788

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Kate Manka
0414 482 345
Pony Club
Ilse O’Reilly
4465 1767
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
44651419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756

AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

4465 1485 Group Secretaries - please check & update details
4465 1585

If undelivered please return to :-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
C/O POST OFFICE, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community
newspaper of Kangaroo Valley
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OTHER ORGANISATIONS

K. V. Show Donna Parker
0411014493
Alcholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Denise Wright 4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
KVRFB Captain David Smart
4465 1214
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Tourist Assn
Lyn Obern
4465 1391
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364
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